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Meet our outreach team of racers who will be having a ton of
fun racing and spreading the word about NEMBA all around
New England.
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Picturesque coastal Maine and plenty of nice trails make
this a great weekend destination. By Bill Boles and John
Anders
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White Rim, Canyonlands
National Park, Get Away
This Western Spirit trip offers some fantastic views, great
hikes, and of course, excellent mountain biking. By Alexis
Arapoff
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Hey, get creative! We welcome submissions, photos and artwork. This is
your forum and your magazine. Be nice, and
share!
On the Cover: Brian McInnis riding a skinny at
Russell Mill. Photo by PK.
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cover shot? Email it to pk@nemba.org
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Moving?
Don’t miss an issue! Change your address online
at nemba.org or mail it into SingleTracks, PO Box
2221, Acton MA 01720

Annual Election of NEMBA’s Board of Directors
NEMBA members are cordially invited to NEMBA's Annual Meeting and Election of our Board of Directors on May 1st at 700 Main St., Acton
MA, followed by a ride at Great Brook Farm State Park. The meeting starts at 12:30pm.
NEMBA's chapters have nominated who will represent their chapter on NEMBA's Board as a primary voting member and alternate. Now it's
time for NEMBA membership to vote.
President: Harold Green
VPs: Matt Schulde
Adam Glick
Secretary: Tom Grimble
Treasurer: Anne Shepard
Berkshire NEMBA
Harry Meyers
Bill Markham (alternate)
Blackstone Valley NEMBA
Eammon Carleton
Brattleboro-Keene NEMBA
Paul Rodrigue
Peter Poanessa (alternate)
Carrabassett Region NEMBA
David Hughes
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Central ME NEMBA
Brian Alexander
Chris O'Toole (Alternate)
Central NH NEMBA
Steve LaFlame
Matt Bowser (alternate)
CT NEMBA
Al Tinti
Greater Boston NEMBA
Adam Glick
Chris Thurrott (alternate)
Greater Portland NEMBA
Mitch Wacksman
Merrimack Valley NEMBA
Stuart McDonald
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Midcoast Maine NEMBA
John Anders
Casey Leonard (alternate)

Southern NH NEMBA
Matt Caron
Peter DeSantis (alternate)

North Shore NEMBA
Dan Streeter
Frank Lane (alternate)

White Mountains NEMBA
Rob Adair
John Barley (alternate)

PV NEMBA
Harold Green
Steven Rossi (alternate)

At Large
Tom Grimble
Anne Shepard

RI NEMBA
Matt Schulde
Leo Corrigan (alternate)
SE MA NEMBA
Steve Cobble
David Riding (alternate)
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Ride and Wrench Like a Girl!
Back for 2011 Season
Building on its success from its debut last year, Greater Boston
NEMBA and Highland Mountain Bike Park (http://highlandmountain.com) are continuing the Ride and Wrench Like a Girl! Series for
2011. This program is targeted specifically at women riders - especially those women looking at starting out in mountain biking - but
is open to women of all abilities.
The series will be starting with three Wrench Like A Girl! Bike maintenance clinics hosted by Hub Bicycle's Emily Thibodeau. The first
two clinics, taking place on Tuesday, April 5th and Thursday, April
7th, from 7-9pm are Beginner/Intro to Maintaining Your Bike clinics
which will cover the basics of understanding the systems of your
bike, what's important to keep clean on your bike and common maintenance skills like fixing a flat tire. The third clinic, which will be on
Tuesday, April 12th, from 7-9pm, will be an Advanced clinic and will
build on the skills taught in the first two clinics. The Advanced clinic will focus on trailside fixes for common mechanical problems you
can run into when you're out on your ride so you don't have to walk
home. There is a possibility of adding an additional Advanced clinic if
there is demand, as well. Food and beverage will be served at all clinics. There will be an online sign-up posted on the GB website for
these clinics at http://www.gbnemba.org.

Heal Quickly, Ryan
We dedicate this
issue as a
shout-out of
hope and caring
to long-time
NEMBA member,
excellent rider
and all around
good guy, Ryan
DeRoche.
Ryan had a bad
cycling accident
while riding in
Spain and is
now back stateside doing rehab
at the Spaulding
Clinic. We wish
him a speedy
and full recovery.
You rock, Ryan!

Next up is the Ride Like A Girl! series. Starting with a casual women's
group ride at Fells Opening Day, the Ride Like A Girl! Rides are
women-only and are lead by pro-riders Karen Eagan, Alexis Wruble
and Kate Parhiala. The focus of the rides are women helping women
get into the sport and increase skills, confidence and ability over the
course of the series. The series continues with the formal ride clinics
at the following locations:
6/18/2011
7/31/2011
8/27/2011

Willowdale
9/18/2011 Vietnam
Lowell Dracut SF 10/15/2011 Highland Mountain
Russell Mills

The series is designed to be a progressive building of skills over a variety of terrain, trail types and technical challenges. Like last year, the
June, July, August and September clinics will be first-come, first
served via online reservation. The reservations will be available via
the GB NEMBA website (http://www.gbnemba.org).
This year we will again have the excellent assistance of the MTB Patrol
keeping everyone patched up and Emily Thibodeau of Hub Bicycle will
be helping out as the ride mechanic/sweep.
The Highland Mountain event will be the Grand Finale and will be
open to all women riders and will feature a BBQ. As an added bonus,
women who completed all the scheduled rides will be given free lift
access all day and a guided run at Highland Mountain, too!
There will also be one last women's group ride at Wicked Ride, too,
on October 30th, 2011. This will not be a clinic but will be a casual
women-only ride to close out the season.
Finally, one of the themes from last year's series was strong women
lending their strength to women at risk - and continuing that this
year we will be again raising money for the Elizabeth Stone House in
Jamaica Plain, MA. We will have a mix of soft goods (shirts/hats) and
hard goods (bike maintenance kit) available for sale with the proceeds
going to Elizabeth Stone House. Help us help them out!
We're looking forward to another great Wrench and Ride Like a Girl!
Season. If you have any questions, email Karen Eagan at karen@highlandmountain.com.
Save the Trails
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Team NEMBA Racing
Last year we tested the waters with our own low-key grassroots race
team and it showed a lot of promise, so this year the team has
expanded and hopes to have a lot of coverage at races all around New
England. The goal of the program is simple: to provide a fun program
that builds camaraderie and helps to do outreach to the race community.
The following racers will be NEMBA's diplomats at the EFTA and Root
66 Series, as well as a slew of other races taking place in the region.
You can check out their blog at Racing.NEMBA.org.

Adam Bradley
Blackstone Valley NEMBA, Expert Senior
"I started racing in 2005
working my way up
through the novice to the
expert class. 2007 was my
best year competing in 7
NECS races and winning
the Expert Senior 1 title and
4th place overall in the
points standings. I also
competed in the first
NH100, placing 1st in the
Expert Senior class and 5th
overall. Since then, work,
weddings, and house buying have slowed me down a
bit - but I am looking forward to getting back on the
bike in 2011. I plan on getting back on my bike, to
start commuting to work
again, and to get back to
my favorite NECS races. I am hoping to continue to improve as the
season progresses and eventually get back on the podium again."

Leah Breen
North Shore NEMBA, Women's Sport/Cat 2
"I'm eighteen years old and started biking with the mountain biking
elective at my high school,
Waring, in Beverly, MA.
Since then, I've competed
in the 24 Hours of Great
Glen (2009 and 2010) on a
four person, men's sport
team. I've also raced in
several of the EFTA and
Root 66 series. This fall, I
tried cyclocross for the
first time, but I enjoy the
ability to explore the
woods that mountain biking offers. After graduating from high school this
May, I'm planning to train
and prepare for collegiate
cycling. I don't know what
school I'm headed to yet,
but I'll most likely compete in the Eastern, Rocky Mountain, or
6
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Midwest Collegiate Cycling Conference through the cycling club at
the college I attend. This summer, I will compete in the EFTA and Root
66 race series. I hope to improve my technical mountain biking skills
as well as my endurance."

Courtney Cowan,
GB NEMBA, Not
sure what category!
"I have a handful of races
under my belt on the west
coast in San Diego back in
2006. I have yet to do a race
on the east coast. In the past
3 years that I've been back
east I have focused more on
endurance races, Adventure
racing 12-24 hour plus races.
I thought that this year I
would try my hand at some
mtb races to see how I do.
Since I'm fairly new to strict
mtb racing, as well as to the
East coast terrain, I am interested in seeing how I do in competition. I am fairly competitive and
would like to do as well as I can, though I hope to have some fun
along the way. I would aim for this to be a great introduction to racing and will start me on many more years on the racing scene."

Steven Crossley
Greater Boston
NEMBA, Expert
Vet I
“My first race was part of a
team at the inaugural 24
hours of Killington. At
certain points during the
race, it was raining 1" per
hour. It was one of the
toughest physical and
mental challenges I have
faced. I was completely
unprepared and totally
hooked on racing. My goal
is to have fun, win, support NEMBA and help others enjoy mountain biking
as much as I do.”

Dustin DeLuke
Central NH NEMBA,
Sport Vet 1, Singlespeed
"I raced for Plymouth State
University from 2000-2003. One of
my favorite races from my time with
PSU was the Second Start Enduro in
Ride the Trails

Weare NH. Last summer I realized that I wanted to start racing again
after I completed the Hampshire 100. I really enjoy endurance racing
and my goal is to compete in the NH 100 again this year with a faster
time and participate in a few other longer format races along with
some classic EFTA races.”

Bill DeProfio
Merrimack Valley NEMBA, Sport Vet I
"I did my first races back in the late 1990's doing a handful of Route
66 races (never finishing in the lead pack) and a 24 hours at Great
Glen in 2000. After Great Glen I just stuck to riding with the guys on
Sundays for the next 10 years, suffered a broken leg in 2008 (riding
Lowell/Tyngsboro/Dracut
SP). After losing the entire
2008 season to mend a
broken leg 2009 was a
rebuilding year for my
Sunday morning rides. In
2010 I entered two races
(Horror at Harding Hill, and
TRV) as a novice, I ended
up taking a podium spot in
both races, then decided to
move up to the sport class
if I raced again in 2011. For
2011 I look forward to
moving to sport class,
entering mainly EFTA
races, NH 100, and another run at the 24 Hours of
Great Glen. "

Fabian Esponda
CT NEMBA, Cat 2 Singlespeed
"2010 was my first year racing a MTB. I decided that I
liked single speeds so started
in that class. I had so much
fun I decided right after my
first race that my goal would
be to complete every Root
66 race.
My fitness
improved with every race
and I ended up 2nd in my
class with an Iron man
award. My goal is to start off
with SSapalooza and then compete in the Root 66 races, maybe hit
some of the other races in the area. To put a race on in Meriden, Ct.
at the Meriden Motorcycle Club - "Wrath of the Boneyard". I'd like to
try a Cyclocross race in the fall. Lots of
fun rides."

Alfred Gadway
Novice Vet
"I'm a freelance photographer working in
North Central Massachusetts, and an
active bicycle advocate. I volunteer at
MassBike and Hub On Wheels, and I'm a
Continued on page 8

Carl DeVincent
Merrimack Valley NEMBA, Sport Vet I
"I was first introduced to racing when a friend convinced me to join
their team for the 2008 Bradbury 12 Hour. The festive atmosphere of
the race made it a lot of fun
and I was hooked. The following year after placing in a few
Novice class races and a much
improved effort in the 2009
Bradbury 12 hour I self promoted to Sport for the EFTA
season finale at Fort Rock.
After a slow start in 2010 due
to a pulled quad I placed in the
last three EFTA season races
and assembled enough points
to finish first. I've made some
good friends racing and I'm
looking forward to the 2011
season. While the points
leader in my age group last
year I've decided to remain in
the Sport classification start
this season. There were a half
a dozen plus guys that were much stronger than I and had they participated in more events would have easily beaten me. This spring I
plan to start training with some of the team’s Expert gents and if
things go well I'll self promote towards the end of the season. Also
looking forward to participating in my 4th Bradbury 12 Hour :) "

Save the Trails
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member of an assortment of bike groups and programs, including
MassBike, NEMBA, NEMBA racing and the New England Mt. Bike
Patrol. I bike commute all year long and work hard to get the word
out there that biking and complete streets should be part of every
community's future."

Mark Gedraitis
Pioneer Valley NEMBA, Cat 2 Sport
"My
riding
friends and I
decided to bite
the bullet and
start
racing
about 6 years
ago. None of us
raced before so
we decided to
dive in and learn
together at the
24hrs of Great
Glen as a 4 man
team. We were
instantly
in
love. Much has
changed since then, but what I remember most was the teamwork
and devotion. I really enjoy doing endurance type races the most. I
love the look of pain, despair, determination, and sacrifice on all the
racers’ faces as the event goes on. These events also are a great place
to meet new riders and people. I find the stories and experiences
from others’ perspectives invigorate me to try new things and push
myself more. I try to do the same to them. Over the past 4 years I
have done the BC bike race, the Leadville 100, Great Glen, Pat's Peak
and Crank the shield. Meeting riders from around the country and
beyond is what I enjoy most. I am traveling to Portugal in early spring
to race the Transportugal 9 Day Stage Race. I haven't trained nearly
hard enough due to the winter weather. At this point my only goal
is to survive and "have fun at all cost". This year overall I hope to do
some more local races in New England and the New York area. I hope
to spend more and more time helping build and repair the trails in my
area as well. In doing so I feel I can spread the word on what NEMBA
is and does to others new to the sport I love. My personal racing
goals are not to be faster at the start, be a better climber, or finish
on the podium, (all would be nice) but to continue to have fun riding
and spread that feeling to the people I meet while on the trails."

Howie Granat
North
NEMBA,
Vet

Shore
Sport

"After a 10 year hiatus from
MTB racing, came back last
year and placed 3rd in the
Novice Vet II class in the
EFTA
New
England
Championship series with
various finishes from 7th to
2nd. From 1990 through
2000 raced in the NORBA
series in both Novice and
Sport classes with various
mid-pack finishes. I believe
that I have the endurance
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and stamina to compete this year in Sport Class and although I don't
necessarily expect to finish in the top 3rd places, I hope to get into
the top 25% of the class for the season. With NEMBA I have been
actively involved with the effort to bring new people into our organization - especially kids - and I hope to present a message that this is
a lifelong sport which offers health, exploration, and sometimes a little competition!”

Harold Green

regular Novice class. I ended up only missing the first event in the
schedule and finished out the year strong with a 2nd overall in Clyde
and 4th in the regular Novice class. Last year was also my first
endurance event with the NH 100 where I finished 1st in my class.
For 2011 I've self promoted to Sport Class (Vet II) where I expect
things to be much more competitive. The goal is still the same; stay
in shape and have fun. Looking forward to spending time with my
NEMBA teammates and spreading the NEMBA message! This year I'll
be a regular at the EFTA NECS series and I am planning to race the NH
100 again."

NEMBA President, PV NEMBA member,
Mark Lurie
Category II Sport - 50+
"I've been racing about a
CT NEMBA, Cat 2, Singlespeed
half dozen years. I started
with the Root 66 series
and have stayed there
almost exclusively. I'm not
the most competitive
racer, but the scene is fun
and some of the courses
are really good places to
ride. My goal is to finish in
the top half of my bracket
in the series, even though
there are several events in
the series that conflict
with NEMBA's schedule of
events which always take
precedence. Attaining this goal will take more than a bit of luck keeping the bike in working condition on some of these mud based courses."

Jeffrey Green
Pioneer
Valley
NEMBA Category II
- Sport
"My first race was 3 years ago,
but I don't like to talk about
those DFL first few! I've done
OK in a few of the climby but
less technical venues in the
past. I'm a freshman at Lehigh
University in PA and am planning on studying in Germany
this summer for 6 weeks so
the commitment for 4 races will pretty much dictate which venues I'll
have to hit. I want to improve my
results so I'm no longer at the back
of the pack. My brother Matt has
promised to push me to improve so
that should help my technical riding which is the challenge today.”

Greg Katz
Southern NH NEMBA,
Sport Vet II
"Prior to 2010 I only did a couple
races in the late 90's. Came back
last year and raced the Novice
Clydesdale class for the first few
EFTA events before moving to the
Save the Trails

"I got my first taste of racing in 2009 in the Root 66
circuit on my singlespeed
in the CAT3 40 - 49 yr old
group but the early start
times in this category were
not to my liking. So, I tried
the CAT2 SS Open class at
Winding Trails and found
that more to my liking.
Unfortunately, life got in
the way and couldn't do
any more races. Last year
(2010), on a different bike,
I raced solely CAT2 SS and
while I didn't reach the podium I was pretty consistent in finishing
and ended the year with an unofficial third place but didn't have
enough races for the official placement. This year, I just want to push
harder and complete more races, we'll see how that meshes with my
family and their activities. I will be riding a new frame this year, a
Misfit Psycles diSSent. I also plan on showing the team colors at
some non-racing events, like our Connecticut Mountain Bike
Adventure Series rides at the Happening at Huntington and
Cockaponset, the Blooming Metric that I will ride again with my
daughter on our tandem, and some other events throughout the summer and fall."

Kevin Orlowski
Central NH NEMBA, Expert Vet, Singlespeed
"I got my introduction to
racing in college for our
club team. Took a short
break after graduating but
got back into the local
race scene in 2006 after
converting my bike to a
singlespeed. I have been
making
consistent
appearances on the EFTA
circuit since then with a
few podiums in the NECS
overall, due mostly to my
tenacity rather than
speed. I have spent the
last 5 years attempting to
get myself up to speed
with the rest of the one
geared crowd. I haven't
quite cracked the upper
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echelons yet but I'm not getting slower each year so I continue my
quest for speed (and pain). I have spent the last year or two experimenting with endurance formats and triathlons, but with my more
active role in NEMBA Racing this year I will be getting back to focusing on mountain biking. I plan on getting to as many of the EFTA
races as possible with a few 12hr races and my third straight NH100
as well. I am hoping to continue to improve and compete in the
Singlespeed class and place as well as I can in the NECS Overall."

Shaun Pinney
Greater Boston NEMBA, Sport Vet I
"I got my introduction to racing in college for our club team. Stopped
racing consistently after college and just rode for fun with friends for
about 5 years. Last year I bought a new bike and got back into the
EFTA scene, doing 3 races. I finished in the middle of the Sport pack
in each. Last year was a nice shock to the system as I jumped back
into racing. This year, I want to be faster, in better shape and be more
competitive in the races I attend. I also would like to do a few new
(to me) races this year, including the NH 100 and Moody Park."

Arthur Roti
CT NEMBA, Cat 1
"I have been racing MTB since 1990 and racing on the road since
1992. I got my start racing while at UMASS and then continued it at
UConn. While at UConn I was president of the cycling team and
steadily improved my racing throughout college. I have done hundreds of races since them with several podiums including a second
place in the CT MTB series several years ago. Now that I have quite a

bit of responsibility at
work and two young children, my goals are different. I aim to get out and
compete in at least 15
races a year. I have also
raced the VT 50 on a tandem for the past 4 years.
My goal is to do at least 6
MTB races and crack the
top ten by the end of the
season. My wife will also
return to racing this year,
so we will get a feel for
how it will work to hand
off the kids between races.
I will also race the VT 50 and several cyclocross races and road races
and some multi-sport races. As director of NEMBA racing my main
goal is to help get a great crew of racers at all levels out to as many
races as possible and get the word about NEMBA and trail advocacy
out to the racing community."

Melissa Roti
CT NEMBA, Cat 2
"I have been racing MTB
since 1995. I started racing
bikes in college at both
Conn and UMass. I raced
on the road as a Cat 3 and
MTB as expert. I have
taken a long break from
racing since my husband
and I have had 2 children,
but I can say that I’ve
never stopped riding my
bike through it all. I even
rode my bike the week that
I had our first son, Lars! I
am looking forward to getting back into the racing
scene again this year. My
goal this year is to get back
into racing shape. I want to be
a role model for my children
and my students at Westfield
State University, where I am a
professor and co-program
director of Exercise Science.”

Shawn Smith
Southern NH
NEMBA, Expert Vet
"1996 starts the race story.
Dabbling in mainly sporadic
novice races that sounded
interesting to me only to get
less than stellar results. This
would go on through 2001
when I entered my last race as
a Sport rider in EFTA's Bear
10
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Brook Challenge where I had a mid pack at best finish. 2002 -2006
Cycling would take a back seat to other priorities, mainly; home purchase, marriage, and the addition of my two sons. Mid 2006 my coworker Matt Caron (now Southern NH NEMBA President) had asked
if I rode mountain bikes, I said yes, and I was back on the bike. So I
credit him with getting the fire burning again and in 2010 I returned
to racing. This time more focused, the goal was 4 races as per the
2011 NEMBA team requirements. I ended up getting hooked after my
first race at Willowdale where I took 3rd place in Sport Vet I out of
30+ riders. Ran the rest of the series taking two more 2nd place and
two 1st place finishes. That would net me enough points to win my
Category and finish the season with 54 promotional points. So it's
off to Expert I go for 2011. With a new revamped larger NEMBA team
for 2011. Goals; Get stronger, support my team, and move up in the
Expert class. Planned events; EFTA series, Hampshire 100 , 12 hour
HOGG (solo), and Newton's Revenge (Mt Washington Hill climb)."

Dan Voss
Greater Boston NEMBA, Cat 3 Men
"2010 was a "get back in the saddle" year after 2 years of forced hiatus from the bike. I was able to hit both the Hodges Village and
Millstone rides - what a great time! For me it was a season of introducing my 2 children to the weekend fun with Nate and Rebecca (5
and 7) taking part in the kids races as well. At Millstone I was very
happy to podium in my class and am looking forward to hitting the
race again this coming year. Prior to 2010, my racing was back in
Australia where I focused on team endurance racing knocking off
races on the 24hr/adventure race circuit. In May 2011 I finish up a

Save the Trails

project that has had me out of circulation 3 of 4 weekends a month
for the last 2 years, so #1 I'm looking forward to hitting the trails
more often for both racing and recreation - I'm shooting for 6 races
this year; #2 Get to know my NEMBA team mates better - and get
more involved in my local NEMBA chapter; #3 Work up riding fitness
for a 2012 assault on the MOAB 24hr; #4 Work my way back onto
the single-speed; #5 Keep my kids charging ahead on the bikes and
get my wife on the trail (with Phil's help); #6 Start training our puppy
to become a hardcore mountain bike mate. "
Good luck to all the racers! We wish you a great season.
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Come Ride Camden!
By Bill Boles and John Anders

C

amden, Maine is trail central for the Midcoast
Maine NEMBA chapter, and McNEMBA members are rapidly growing the local trail network and refurbishing the existing trails.
McNEMBA has two main goals: making the Camden area a regional
magnet of trail activity and providing locals with the best riding
opportunities possible. In addition to the trails, there are local races
and many MTB-related events in the area. You can stay up to date on
all things mountain biking in Camden by joining Midcoast Maine
NEMBA’s Facebook page.

Camden Snow Bowl
The Camden Snow Bowl is the entry point for many miles of trails in
the Ragged Mountain Recreation Area and the Coastal Mountains
Land Trust. McNEMBA members have plans to add a few more miles
of trails this season. These trails alternate between steep climbs and
descents and long deep woods trails looping through the backcountry. Locals suggest that "6 miles will get you 20" when referring to the
energy expended in climbing to the highest points on this system. At
the base of the mountain, in the middle of the town's recreation area,
there is one of the best pump tracks in New England.

Camden Hills State Park
Camden Hills State Park offers many miles of easy rolling trails with
some climbs. These trails are fast and non-technical. Many of the singletracks however are eroded; a better fit for downhill bikes than cross
country excursions. In an effort to make better use of these 'ancestral'
trails, over time, McNEMBA will be working to rehabilitate them.

Rockland Bog
The Rockland Bog area has many miles of trails but there's no map.
There is a local ride there on most Tuesday evenings hosted by "The
12
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Bubbahs". This ride is
geared for people with a mix
of riding abilities. and no
one is ever left behind.
Smiles are often more
important than miles on
this ride!
In addition to the Rockland
Bog there's actually quite a
bit of unmapped riding in
the area. You'll get keyed
into it by visiting local
shops such as Bikesenjava
and
Maine
Sports
Outfitters. Both of these shops are involved in McNEMBA's trail advocacy and they can supply you with a wealth of local knowledge about
where to go, what you'll find there and possibly even hook you up
with local riders.
Camping is available at both the Camden Hills State Park and at the
Camden Hills RV Park, and there are a number of good motels in the
area. Camden is a coveted summer vacation destination, so make
your reservations before arriving.

Post Ride Feedbag
Great riding is never complete until you get a chance to sit around
over a good meal and talk about it. Local favorites for dining and beverages include The Smokehouse Grill, Cathy's Chowder House,
Mariner's Rest and in Rockland the Black Bowl Tavern.
Camden is known as the "Jewel of the Maine Coast". Plan to spend a
weekend in Camden exploring the trails and enjoying the area. If you
do you'll certainly come back.
For links and contact info, visit Places to Ride at www.NEMBA.org.
Save the Trails
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The White Rim, Canyonlands
National Park
by Alexis Arapoff

S

even
years
ago my wife
Susan and I
went on our first
guided mountain
bike vacation to
the White Rim.
Prior to that trip I
had been a skeptic. I was sure that
a guided trip wasn't for me. I was
wrong. Seven years and seven trips later we are hooked ! This year
we returned to the White Rim where our first adventure began. The
White Rim Road is a 100 mile double track jeep road that takes you
off the paved park loop road into the heart of the Canyonlands
National Park.
For all of our trips we have used Western Spirit based out of Moab
UT. These folks are top notch. Going with a guide service lets you
focus on the fun part of the trip, which is riding and seeing great
scenery. On each trip there are 2 guides that switch off between riding and driving the truck. That way you always have a guide with the
group. The truck carries all the important stuff, water, food, gear and
beer. In addition to having the luxury of having your gear and food
transported, these trips allow you to share the great riding and
scenery with others. Whether you go with friends or just by yourself, you are sure to meet up with interesting and fun people.
The four day, three night trip begins on the top of a mesa in the Island
in the Sky district of the park. To get to the White Rim you must start
on the Schaefer trail and descend over 1,000' vertical feet of switchbacks in three short miles. At the bottom you join the White Rim
14
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Road (named after the visible layer of white sandstone).The mesas
tower above you and canyons carved by yet to be seen rivers are
below you. The riding isn't technical; this trip is all about the views
and your mountain bike is the perfect way to see the scenery.
The basic routine is early coffee call, breakfast, break down camp and
hit the trail after a brief map session. There is always an opportunity
to grab a snack in the morning and the truck eventually jumps ahead
on the route to set up lunch. After lunch there is more riding and
sightseeing before rolling into the next camp for the evening.
Appetizers appear followed by amazing dinners eaten under the
stars.
My favorite part of the trip actually does not involve riding at all. A
hike down the Holeman slot canyon is worth the trip alone. You climb
and slide down rocks into cool pools of knee deep water. There is no
clear view of the sky but the canyon is fully lit.
If you go:
Be prepared for amazing scenery but be aware there are a lot of high
places and exposure in southern Utah, if you are afraid of heights this
may not be the trip for you. Bring sunscreen, about the only place to
find shade is if you crouch behind a big rock. The riding is non-technical but the road can be sandy and there are big climbs to get to
camp on the second night and to finish the trip on the last day. You
don't need to be super fit to do the ride but to make it more enjoyable it would be best to get some riding in beforehand.
More info:
Western Spirit: www.westernspirit.com
National Park Info: www.nps.gov/cany/index.htm

Ride the Trails
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PLACES TO RIDE

Wilton Town Forest (CT) AKA Wilton Woods
By David Francefort & Kyaiera Mistretta

J

ust off Route 7 there is a secret nestled in a residential neighborhood, a true treasure for all outdoor enthusiasts. At 188 acres, it’s
small in size, but Wilton Woods, is big in what it has to offer for
hiking, trail running, dog walking, to of course great mountain biking.
Even the first 100 feet leave mountain biker wondering if the trails are
actually rideable — yes, but it’s very technical terrain, certainly not
for beginners. Most of the trails are heavily rock and root laden, with
steep ups and downs, a combination that will bring a smile to intermediate and advanced mountain bikers.
Getting Around
The park layout is quite simple, the Blue Trail circles the entire park
and is 2.5 miles long, down the middle of the park is a river and the
extremely rooty Orange Trail, the White Trail crosses the park near
the northern area and the Red Trail is the main biking trail. Most users
start off from the Branch Brook parking lot, which has room for about
8 cars, but the park also has 3 other entrances: Boas Lane, Pin Oak
Lane and Boulder Brook, all of which enter onto the Blue Trail.
It is recommended that mountain bikers enter from Branch Brook and
take the Blue Trail, on the left side of river, north for about three quarters of a mile. Riders will quickly see the natural beauty of the park as
they pass the river and large rock formations. This section sports a
killer climb, but rewards riders at the top with "Serpentine," the first
of the park's many technical treasures and one of three rock ridges to
ride. Starting behind a boulder with a ladder up onto the ridge and
ending with sweet roller, this ridge is 150 feet of extremely fun tech
that sets the tone for the rest of what the park has to offer. Not only
does "Serpentine" provide a good place to sharpen your technical
skills but it also puts riders right at the beginning of the Red Trail.
Enjoy the Flow
If you enjoy flow, drops, teeter-totters, and rock gardens then you
will love the Red Trail. The tight single track, with flowing lines and
technical trail features make it a favorite, but keep in mind that it is a
single directional ride going from Blue to Orange, in other words,
West to East. On this trail, riders will discover what makes Wilton
Woods a treasure. The Red Trail flows quickly from feature to feature
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and doesn't have a dull inch. One of the first gems riders will find is
"Deception," a 4-6 footer, depending upon speed, that is sure to thrill
riders by doing exactly as its name implies. "Deception" isn't the only
drop on the Red Trail; "Liner" is another well-known drop that provides a quick rush and builds on the trail's momentum. In addition to
the flow and drops there is "Raptor Rock Garden," 200 feet of super
tech that humbles all but a select few riders. Even the alternate route
around "Raptor" is a challenging and fun rock garden. Once through
"Raptor," riders find themselves with more drops and flow to enjoy.
Few trails in this area so perfectly combine various technical features
and flow the way the Red Trail does.
If you can, ride with a local so you don't miss all the other technical
features that the park has to offer. The trails move riders from feature
to feature smoothly and there is a good deal of up and down, so much
so that most riders do not believe their odometers at the end of the
ride. It's the kind of park that leaves riders thinking that they went
much farther than the odometer reads.
Stewardship
The Wilton Conservation Commission (WCC) manages the park
along with 35 other town owned open space lands and guides the
development and conservation of natural resources. CT NEMBA has
had a trail ambassador program established there since 2009 and it
has been a real success story, so much so that after 6 months the TA
program was expanded to another WCC managed park, Bradley Park.
Periodic trail maintenance days are scheduled throughout the year
when projects come about. Total maintenance hours for the year in
2009 and 2010 were 70 and 74 hours, respectively. Maintenance
days are posted up on ctnemba.blogspot.com, MTBR.com,
Crankfire.com and Meetup.com and anyone wishing to participate
can email Wilton TM@gmail.com and you will be added to the TM
Email list.
So, if you are in the Wilton area traveling on Route 7 someday, remind
yourself that you are only 5 minutes away from a park full of natural
beauty and great tech that will give you an awesome mountain biking experience.
Ride the Trails

G E T F I T, M A Y B E !

Cross Training:
It’s Never to Late to Get in Shape, is it?
by Thom Parsons
Cross training, it works about as well for me as
sobriety and not looking like a coked-out goblin works for Charlie Sheen. Mainly for this reason: I'm not an athlete, I'm a cyclist. Eh, I'm not
even a cyclist, I'm just a mountain biker. I have
trouble turning the cranks over unless there's
dirt under my tires. If I had my
druthers...druthers? Who the hell uses a word
like "druthers?" Annoying people and jerks...and
maybe Nazi-werewolves, that's who. If I had
my - whatever a non-lame synonym for
druthers is - I would live in a moderate to warm
climate like Arizona. I don't ride my bike to stay
fit and not get fat; being fit and not getting fat
are just happy byproducts of riding a bike.
This topic of conversation might be totally lost
on those of you who live in places like
Mogadishu, Port-au-Prince...or Compton
because: a.) the weather in those places is lovely year round; and b.) Because if you live in any
of those places you probably have real problems to worry about, not made up ones like not
being able to ride your bike outside in winter.

Save the Trails

So for those of us not lucky enough to live in
any of the aforementioned locations it is
sometimes necessary to choose a sport, one
that isn't too abhorrent and one that employs
some of the muscles used in cycling to keep us
semi-fit in the off-season.
Of course if you are getting paid to ride your
bike, or you think and act like someone who
gets paid to ride a bike (an endearing trait really). In that case you will, no doubt, begin
grumbling about "specificity" as you brush
aside any suggestion that cyclists should do
anything but ride a stationary trainer or brave
inclement weather conditions all winter long.
"You see these little wallaby arms buddy? I
didn't get them without trying. I've spent
years having my wife and children open pickle
jars for me...I shave with my feet...I don't even
wave to people...flip people off...or anything. I
mean, god forbid I should develop anything
like arm muscles" you say (with amazingly
over-animated eyebrow movement...because
gesticulating angrily with your hands might
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cause unwanted muscle growth). But some of us aren't like that, we
require a little spice in our sporting life. We're the people who don't
need $800 cycle computers to tell us how slow we're going. We're the
people who don't need software to give us read outs showing us that
we climbed the equivalent of wheelchair ramp over the course of a
three hour ride. We're the people who don't buy power-reading
cranks that cost more than we got for our kidney that time we sold it
on the black market. We know that we put out fewer watts than an
Easy-Bake Oven.
We're going to talk about four forms of cross training today: running,
swimming, cross country skiing, and going to the juh...a juh....hold
on (oh god, I just threw up a little bit on my keyboard ) the gym. We'll
start with the least offensive of the four...

Cross country skiing
I don't even have all that
much trash to talk
about cross country skiing, it's actually pretty
enjoyable. The thing
about cross country skiing, or any sport really,
is that there are elitists
within that sport that
look down on and denigrate a group of rookies,
or barneys, or Freds. In
cross country skiing you
have the very-serious
skate skiers who hold
themselves above the
totally-lame
classic
skiers. Skate skiers are
the dudes who use an
ice skating-type motion
to propel themselves
down a groomed track.
Classic skiers are the
dudes who use a
"swooshing" motion, scissoring their legs back and forth while maintaining a parallel-legged position. The skaters will tell you that classics are 25% slower....and ya, a mountain bike is at least 25% slower
on the track than a track bike...thing is, you can't ride a track bike in
the woods at all. A skate ski is limited to a groomed track (at least if
you want to use the skating-type motion), but classics allow you to
break trail in fresh snow, get lost in the woods, and go anywhere
there is snow. I can say, without any qualification (or qualifications)
that skate skis are the track bikes of the skiing world while classic skis
are the mountain bikes. I own classics and can't afford skate skis, so
of course I side with the classics.
It goes without saying that comparing the relative coolness or lameness of two facets of the same sport is completely ludicrous when
both of those facets involve the wearing of a superhero-style leotard.
I mean, Batman and the X-Men don't even wear form-fitting spandex
anymore. And when Batman meets up with the X-Men for beers, they
all talk smack about the fact that Superman is still running around
looking like a ballet dancer (or a crosscountry skier).

Running
Probably the most straight up miserable of the cross training sports
I've tried. One thing that can be said of running is this: it gives you
more time to think. I think constantly while running. What I think is
18
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"This sucks, this sucks this sucks." Another thing that can be said of
running is that it is convenient and it requires very little equipment.
Much like punching yourself in the crotch. The other day my physical
therapist asked me if my bio-mechanical weirdness manifested itself
more prominently when running."You must feel really screwed up
when you run." "No" I said, "running feels so horrible period. It's supposed to feel horrible. I don't notice nuances in the horribleness."
I know I look bad when I run. I feel like I look bad. When I see my
reflection in car windows, I scream and reach for a stick...anything to
beat that hideous mutant creature lurching along next to me to
death. My three-hour-marathon-running cousin told me he saw me
running one day. "Wow, that's embarrassing I said" fishing for him to
say something like "Nah, you looked pretty good actually." But no, he
was more like "Eh...you know...heh." Meaning ya I looked like total
crap, like a chimpanzee running in flippers with its hands on fire.
(That was implied.)

The Gym
Going to the gym stands alone on its own pedestal sculpted from
dried human feces and burnt cat fur at The National Museum of
Things That Suck. At the gym you're not doing anything; you're pretending to do things. No matter how hard you work, you'll never
move any farther away from that disturbing sign that reads "NO
Jeans, NO Bandannas, NO work boots, NO Grunting." Usually you're
practicing things you'll never do. You come home and say to someone who pretends to care "I am sore in places that I didn't know I
had." Employing this tired phrase post-workout is tantamount to a
character in a buddy cop movie saying, after an action sequence: "I'm
getting too old for this shit." The fact that you are sore in places that
you didn't know you had means that you are developing muscles
that you will never use in real life. Who knows, maybe I'm just not
staying up late enough watching cable or scouring the internet for
sports-related weirdness thoroughly enough. Maybe there is some
weird, eastern European or Californian sport where people compete
against each other using gym equipment. There probably is...I do
recall seeing what I think was an aerobics contest. How the hell do
you have an aerobics contest? "I felt the burn wicked bad!" "Oh ya,
well I felt the burn more than you...it was like burning, hot fire in
every muscle, like
someone
spilled
a
McDonald's coffee over
my whole body and my
flesh started peeling off
in big bloody sheets
and..." "OK! OK! You
freakin' win, now stop
talking
PLEASE...and
then put on some pants.

Swimming
I'm not sure if swimming
can truly be considered
cross
training
for
cycling. It uses none of
the same muscles, it
builds huge, heavy, noncycling-specific mass;
about the only thing
swimming has in common with cycling is
body-shaving. If you
think of it that way,
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cyclists have as much in common with drag queens as they do with
swimmers. (Not that there isn't some overlap between the three disciplines anyway.) There's no hiding in swimming, no equivalent of
coasting. Coasting in swimming is called "drowning." Contrary to
what you might assume, cyclists are not strong kickers in the pool.
"Stop kicking from the knee!" my coach would yell at me. Yes, my
coach. I took a masters swim class with my wife last winter. The class
met twice a week for an hour-and-fifteen-minutes. When you're
doing something as unpleasant as swimming or being water boarded,
an hour-and-a-fifteen-minutes can seem like an eternity. We didn't
call it a "class" either, we called it "practice." (I never did find out what
we were practicing for.) Coach took things pretty seriously - during
one particularly arduous practice, my wife threw up. After she came
back from the bathroom, Coach clapped her on the back and said
"Good! Good! That means you were trying hard."
Somehow I got away with not flip turning for weeks. It terrified
me...thoughts of smashing my heel on the edge of the pool or hyperextending my knee as I flipped too early and flailed my leg out into
thin water overwhelmed me. Problem is, not flip turning in swimming
is the equivalent of stopping your bike entirely, getting off it granny
style, lifting it over your head, and walking backwards over the barriers in cyclocross...you can do it, but you'll have to come to terms
with the fact that it is much slower and that you look like a huge
idiot. I'd never learned to flip turn, because, for me, swimming had
always been a relaxing activity, something done for recovery, a poor
man's massage. And it is...if you do it wrong apparently. Swimming,
when done properly is meant to be painful and torturous. I have no
idea how professional swimmers deal with the physical and psycho-

logical adversity day in and day out, it's unconscionable. In fact,
there's a movement afoot to get swimming added to the list of indications for medical marijuana use in...I think it's Texas. It will join
afflictions like migraine headaches, sacrum disorders, and carpal tunnel syndrome on the list of conditions for which "hippie lettuce" can
be prescribed. Michael Phelps was just way ahead of the curve on
that one.
Coach would often lecture me on nutrition as I writhed helplessly in
the middle of the pool with a cramp in the arch of my foot. "You
should have a snack before class...something with potassium" she'd
condescend "something like a banana." "Actually coach, I rode my bike
for four hours today, it's probably just muscle fatigue" I'd protest. Unphased she would continue on like a nutrition advice juggernaut, a
veritable M1A1 tank of invaluable dietary knowledge. "Yuh, you
should try hydrating before practice...with an electrolyte drink...like
Gatorade." Wow, I'd think, that is some real insider knowledge right
there. Gatorade? Never heard of the stuff...where do you learn about
such hot tips like that? In some super-secret swimming trade journal
that isn't available to civilians like myself?
A couple months of swimming did virtually nothing for my cycling,
but it did wonders for my dancing-like-Anthony-Kiedis-from-TheRed-Hot-Chili-Peppers-muscles. Muscles that might come in handy
in some alternate universe. Some awesome alternate universe.
These are just four of the potential cross training sports out there. I'm
sure, in time, I will discover many more new and exciting cross-training sports. That I will subsequently come to hate and then besmirch
in print form.

Epic Rides on
Epic Trails
www.mtbadventureseries.org
Come ride the Kona Bicycles-Fox Shox Mountain Bike Adventure
Series and have fun while raising money for local parks.
June 19

Happening at Huntington

August 28

Lynn Woods Reservation

June 26

Pittsfield State Forest

Sept 18

Great Brook Farm SP

July 10

Wendell State Forest

Sept 25

Foxboro SF

July 31

Bradbury Mountain

Oct 8-9

NEMBAfest @ Bear Brook

August 7

Cockaponset State Forest

Oct 30

Wicked Ride of the East

Save the Trails
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S I D E T RAC K S

Obsessing Over Reading Material
by Jeff Cutler ~ Jeff can be reached via email at jeff@jeffcutler.com and you can read his other writing at www.jeffcutler.com.

D

uring a Friday-night poker game the other night
in Arlington, MA, I saw an issue of
SingleTracks in the bathroom of
my host's house. And not just one.
In amongst other magazines
were the last year of issues poised to entertain anyone
who chose to perch there
for longer than a few
moments.
While
this
house
belonged to an active
NEMBA member - Adam
Glick - it could have been
your house. Not that you'd
invite me over to use your
bathroom or play poker...but I
digress.
Seeing the collection of SingleTracks
made me wonder exactly what we're bringing to readers. To the folks who might choose to flip
our pages instead of US Weekly, WIRED, The Atlantic, GQ or
other long-form, tabloid-style tome.

Are we offering direction, entertainment, data or a
connection? Well, I think it's all of those
things. When we're not on the bike,
we're constantly looking for ways
to siphon that energy into our
other activities - or better
still, replicate the emotions and enjoyment
elsewhere.
And when thinking
that, a bulb in my
head went off. I experienced a realization
about humans and their
style when it comes to
leisure time. My hypothesis is that for the most part,
humans have a fanatical gene in
them. We get buried in our latest
pursuits and put on blinders to the
other things around us as best we can.
Remember when the mountain biking bug bit you? No, not the
first ride when you coughed so hard you thought you'd break a rib.
And not the second ride when you were tasting dust the entire ride
and got bitten by so many mosquitoes you worried about having
enough blood. But the third or fourth ride.
The one where it clicked into place. You had time during the ride to
look around from time to time at the scenery. You actually waited for
other riders at the top of a hill. You became infatuated with the sport.
That, my friends, is the fanatical gene. The one that makes you buy
every magazine on the newsstand and lust over bikes for hours in
local bike shops. It's the one that allows you to underestimate how
long a ride will take every single time you go, because once you're out
there the very concept of time slips away.
And it's the gene that makes you light up when talking bikes and sit
awake at night trying to figure out how to make your current occupation somehow cross into the bike industry.
Sure, lie to me and tell me that you haven't tried to see how your job
at Fidelity might shoehorn into 24-hour racing. Or how your job as a
chef might tie perfectly into a line of restaurants that cater to people
clad in lycra. I've done it. I even wrote a mountain bike guide because
of my obsession...oops, did I say obsession?
Well, the lesson in all this, as we stare at the first days of spring, the
recently overflowing local rivers and brown lawns, the mud we can't
wait to have covering our body, is one of carefully measured rebirth.
Don't stifle the fanatic inside, but breathe in the season and hold it.
Don't be overbearing when introducing new folks to the sport, show
they what they need to know and nothing more - they'll get bitten by
the bug soon enough.
And don't worry about how much you think about biking, it's perfectly normal.
In fact, no matter how your obsession manifests itself, let it thrive.
Buy the gear, take the rides, enjoy the journey, and read all the magazines. Even the ones you might find in a strange bathroom on a random Friday night.
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BASIC BIKING

Climbing Hills
by Bill Boles
Jack and Jill were riding a tandem up a
hill, but having a very hard time of it.
At the top Jack said, "I didn't think
we'd make it." Jill replied, "Me neither,
it's a good thing that I kept the brakes
on or we'd have slid all the way back
down."

tant. Steeper hills will require you to
slide forward on your saddle and bend
your upper body over your handlebars.
This keeps your front wheel from
doing a wheelie and keeps as much
weight as possible on your rear wheel
to maintain traction.

All joking aside, climbing hills is work,
descending them is fun. This column
has talked about the joys of descending a number of times, but now, during the early part of the riding season,
it's a good time to talk about the benefits of climbing.

Climbing technical hills is especially
difficult because you need to maintain
enough momentum to roll over rocks
or other obstructions as you climb.
You need to be going fast enough so
that both your wheels will get over
the obstacle without getting hung up.
Sometimes it helps to stand briefly to
get that extra 'push'. But the key is to
accelerate before you get to it and try
to roll over it without loosing momentum.

Hill climbing is a good way to increase
your fitness level. The more hills you
climb the fitter you'll force your body
to become. Perhaps the best way to
grab fitness quickly is to do uphill
wind sprints. These are best accomplished after you've warmed up.
Choose a hill that you can crest in a
minute or so, even one on a paved
road, and sprint up it. It doesn't really
matter how long the hill is just choose
something that you'll need a minute or
more to climb. Coast back to the bottom and repeat. Five repetitions is
plenty, work hard enough so that after
the last climb you won't want to do
another. Doing hill sprints once or twice a week is enough.
After you have mastered uphill wind sprints try an extended climb. It
can be anything from a minute to a half an hour or more depending
on where you ride. Unlike wind sprints don't kill yourself on extended climbs. These are done at a slower pace. Pick a gear and a speed
that will get you to the top of the hill with plenty of gas left in your
tank. Even get off and walk if you can't keep pedaling. Each hill that
you climb is like making a tiny deposit into your fitness checking
account and later on when you need to make a speedy withdrawal
you'll have plenty in reserve.
Climb hills whenever you can. The more hills you climb the fitter
you'll get.
Technique is important when climbing hills, especially on those short
intense hills that we encounter on every ride. Some hills can be crested standing. That's good on short hills though it usually requires a
greater energy expenditure than seated climbing. Longer hills should
probably be climbed in the saddle, though standing up briefly near
the top or to gain momentum is fine.
As you approach a hill be sure to choose the gear combination that
you think will get you to the top of the hill before you get there, especially on short or steep hills. It's difficult and many times even impossible to shift when you're climbing a hill, so try to be in the correct
gear right from the start. Bikes are not made to shift under heavy
loads. If you try to force a shift, you could derail or even break your
chain.
As hills get steeper your position on the bike becomes more impor-
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If you come to a stop partway up a hill
it's usually best to get off your bike
and walk to the top. It's very difficult
to get going from a dead stop half way
up a hill.
Don't waste energy. Almost every rider
I know wastes energy with every hill
they climb because their seats are set
too low. This is especially true for people who deliberately run their saddle
low for more control in technical terrain or on downhills. Riding
around with a saddle set too low not only wastes energy, but if done
for too long, it will damage your knees.
Take this test. Sit on your saddle and put your left heel on your pedal.
Now extend your left leg parallel with your seat tube until it's
straight. If your rear end rises off your saddle your seat is too low for
the most efficient climbing. If it comes a few inches off your saddle,
well, you probably won't like climbing hills at all.
Hills are hard, but they're also rewarding. The energy that you expend
on every climb will later be returned to you as you coast through the
woods on the other side. Climbing long extended hills gives you plenty of time to look around and enjoy the woods that you're in, a luxury that you don't have on busy technical singletracks. And then
there are hilltops. Somehow when you look out at the world after
expending a lot of energy to get to an overlook everything that you
see appears more vibrant, clearer.
Play a mental game with yourself. Try to enjoy climbing hills. If you
do after a while it won't be a game any more, you really will begin to
enjoy them, and the additional fitness that they will provide you will
make all of the rest of your riding more fun too.
"It is by riding a bicycle that you learn the contours of a country best,
since you have to sweat up the hills and coast down them. Thus you
remember them as they actually are, while in a motor car only a high
hill impresses you, and you have no such accurate remembrance of
country you have driven through as you gain by riding a bicycle".
~Ernest Hemingway
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CHAPTER NEWS

Berkshire
NEMBA

President: Brad Herder,
BerkshireNEMBA@gmail.com
VP North: Josh Chittenden
VP Central: Ruth Wheeler
VP South: Harry Meyer
Treasurer: Chris Calvert
Website: www.berkshirenemba.org
BOD Reps: Harry Meyer, Bill Markam

Boy, 2011 was a very long winter. Tons of snow
out here in the Berkshires and consistently cold
temps kept us on our cross-country skis and
snowshoes because snow biking was rarely possible. We expect it will be well into April before all
the snow is gone from the woods, but when it is,
we will be ready to do some serious work. Pete
Cole took the time to sharpen all our Pulaski's and
we are ready to do some bench cutting! So - here
are things we are thinking of doing. Hopefully,
we'll do them all, but that will depend on how
many volunteers we can get on the various projects.

Burbank Park - blaze the trails we created at
Onota Lake last year and make signs.
Kennedy Park

a. Investigate creating a
new trail off Balance
Rock.
b. Investigate a climbing
trail from the bottom
of Broken Thumb to
the top.

Pittsfield
Forest

State

a. Re-route a portion of
the Deer Hill Trail 100'
away from a Vernal
Pool.
b. Re-route a portion of
the Whirlpool Trail
100' away from a
property line.
c. Create an additional
Haley Adelson sporting a Berkshire NEMBA t-shirt
loop off Dublin's Run
where it leaves State Property and connect this Pittsfield State Forest and hope it doesn't rain so
maybe someone will show up this year.Berkshire
new loop into the Wild Turkey Trail.
NEMBA Jersey and Bike Shop Sponsorship - Design
d. The State wants to rename all our trails, so the a Berkshire NEMBA bike jersey and approach local
above trail names will probably no longer exist, shops about getting their logo on the shirt to help
but for now you can reference this map: defray expenses. Sell in local shops.Approach local
http://www.berkshirenemba.org/images/PSFFa
shops about NEMBA sponsorship. Beginner Rides
milyTrails.jpg
- we expect to resume our hugely successful beginner ride series in the Pittsfield State Forest on
Participate in the DCR's Resource Management
Monday nights at 5:30 PM as soon as the trails are
Plan for the Pittsfield State Forest and shape the
dry and there is enough daylight to get a good ride
future of that park so it can become a serious
in.
mountain biking destination as well as enhance
the park for trail running and hiking.Adventure —Brad Herder
Ride - put on another adventure ride in the

Brattleboro-Keene
NEMBA
President: Paul Rodrigue,
paulr@sover.net
VP: Peter Poanessa
Secretary: Lauren Launen
Treasurer: Tim Trotter
Email List:
mtb-pisgah@yahoogroups.com
Enthusiasm for cycling in these parts is growing
just like the buds on the red maple trees, building
up, slowly with the warmer temperatures and
increased sunshine, till our anticipation can no
longer be contained any better than the hard scaly
coatings around the new leaves. The winter's offerings of snow and ice made the usual attempts to
ride snowmobile trails difficult, so the cold weather cycling has been mostly the terrain of the fat tire
riders. Reports from them, as always, was enthusiastic. Mountain bikers are a remarkably joyful
crowd, distinct from the rest of the population by
their enthusiasm and love for fun. The fat tire riders among us are capable of taking that level of
enthusiasm to another level again. Something to
be admired, and emulated.
With so much precipitation that has fallen, is
falling, and will fall, we expect wet conditions for
the early part of the riding season. Which inspires
new projects and trail maintenance considerations
of the bridge building and armoring variety. Last
Save the Trails

The perils of an unstable melting snowpack .. but fun anyway!
Photo by Peter Poanessa

year's dry conditions allowed us to overlook some
of the usual needs for work around wet areas, but
this year will be otherwise. Brattleboro folks are
looking to focus upon the largest trail system within town boundaries, an assortment of loops that
travel from town land (Memorial Park) through a
variety of private landowners' property. Two of the
largest private land lots belong to cycling enthusi-

asts, so discussions are underway with them to
consider ways to improve these trail sections,
especially where water is concerned. Their
response so far has been positive and inviting. We
hope to use this opportunity to create some distinct structures over the wet areas, so that we also
improve the fun factor of the riding while avoiding
mud and water. Some new loops and the possibil-
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ity of creating a connection to another set of trails
is also on the table.
On the New Hampshire side of our region, members are making plans to upgrade the Drummer Hill
trail system, and there too, bridging will be a highlight of much of the work. We've received preliminary word from the head of the Bureau of Trails at
the state level that many of the trails in Pisgah
State Park will be open to mountain bikes when
the final plan for that park is approved. Should this

be the case, our chapter will be asked to enter into
an agreement with the state to schedule regular
trail maintenance in the park. We're accommodating for this possibility by limiting other new projects for our schedule for 2011. However, there's
growing frustration in the membership about the
length of time it's taken to make progress in our
efforts to gain more access to Pisgah. We'll be celebrating our 2nd anniversary in about two
months, a date which marks the amount of time
too that we've been talking to state trail represen-

tatives about mountain biking in the state park.

CR NEMBA is working with the Town of
Carrabassett to prepare an application for a
$10,000 grant from Bikes Belong The application is due in April and we should be notified
about the selection in July. If successful, this
money will be used for trail improvements at the
Carrabassett Outdoor Center and could be
matched by the town's recreation endowment.
This is separate form (in addition to) the money
that the trails committee approved in the 2011
trail building budget. Thank you Josh Tauses, Deb
Bowker and NEMBA EX DR Philip Keyes for your
work on this project while we're all skiing and riding!

Saturday and Sunday, May 21 and 22.

As for early riding itself, Keene's Drummer Hill trail
system is well known for its drainage capacity and
so should be ready for traffic well ahead of competing trail systems, as usual. Brattleboro trails
will require at least two weeks more time to dry
out. So any early riders in this region should be
considering Drummer Hill as your early season riding destination.
—Paul Rodrigue

Carrabassett

Region Maine

President: David Hughes, 207-745-4378
dhughes@epsteincommercial.com
VP: Alison Thayer
Secretary/Events: Kimberly Truskowski
Treasurer: Glenn Morrell
Facebook: Carrabassett Region NEMBA

CR NEMBA has been busy all winter planning for
this season. There is so much going on that the
best way to share it is as a list so here we go:
CR NEMBA was awarded a $500 grant from
NEMBA for the purchase of trail building
tools; directors are looking to matching $500 from
area businesses. If you wish to make a contribution
please
contact
Allison
Thayer
thayeram@yahoo.com
Sarah Pine won the 2010 Jamis Bicycles NEMBA Trail Care Series grand prize. Because
of her attendance at Carrabassett Region NEMBA's
workday with Maine Huts and Trails on August 21,
2010, her name was drawn at random from a hat
full (19 chapters worth) of the trail work sign-in
sheets. You know the sheets we ask attendees to
fill out at the beginning of each trail work event.
Her prize, courtesy of Jamis Bicycles, is a 2010
Jamis Dakar X-C Comp dual suspension mountain
bike! Congratulations Sarah!
Carrabassett Outdoor Center Trails committee
approved 3-year mountain bike trail build plan
and first year budget of $24,000!! Part of the
deal is for CR NEMBA to bring to the table $7,000
+\- in in-kind donations (labor, etc.). The town
selectmen support this plan and we expect to start
building in May.
Maine Huts and Trails: We have been discussing
collaborations with management at MH&T over
the winter months. There are a plethora of opportunities here. We will continue to help improve the
summer tread on the existing trails but more exciting are the possibilities for building new single
track trail sections along their trail corridors, on
existing easements and possibly in areas surrounding the huts.
Bigelow Preserve - We have had very encouraging
conversations with the Bureau of Parks and Lands
regarding placing signs on and mapping existing
mountain bike trails in the Preserve. These conversations are on-going and headed in a positive
direction.
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Carrabassett Valley has formed a committee to
look at the possibility of creating a campground in the valley - Camping would be a great
option for people looking to visit the area in the
summer months and will help increase the number
of users on our trial system. Initial meetings have
gone well and it looks like there may be a dozen or
so sites available this summer.
Okay here is the current events section so mark
your calendars!
CR NEMBA is sponsoring the movie premier of
Life Cycles at the Narrow Gauge Cinemas in
Farmington on Thursday, April 28th at 7:00 PM.
You can see the movie trailer at http://lifecyclesfilm.com. The ticket price is $10. All proceeds will
go toward CR NEMBA's efforts to develop and
maintain a sustainable mountain bike trail network
in the area. Additional donations will gladly be
accepted. Please contact Matt Swan bigwaterbird255@hotmail.com or Alison Thayer thayeram@yahoo.com for more information or to make a
donation.
NEMBA/IMBA Trail School with Subaru/IMBA
Trail Care Crew and NEMBA Trail Experts

Carrabassett has been selected as the location for
this year's event!!!! They will be at the Outdoor
Center in Carrabassett Valley on May 21 and 22nd.
There will be indoor classroom sessions followed
by outdoor hands on clinics focusing on trail construction and erosion mitigation. A full description
of the activities and registration will soon be available online at www.NEMBA.org. Special thanks to
Philip Keyes NEMBA Executive Director and Josh
Tauses CR NEMBA Trail Guy, for making this happen!
The Carrabassett "Back Country" Cycle
Challenge Sunday, July 24, 2011.
Carrabassett Valley invites you to the wilds of
Western Maine to participate in the inaugural running of the Carrabassett Backcountry Cycle
Challenge on July 24, 2011.
The Challenge is an endurance race designed to
bring together mountain bikers from near and far
for some great fun, adventure and competition.
The approximately 50-mile course will wind
through the beautiful, unspoiled forests and
mountains of Carrabassett Valley and its surrounding communities. The single-loop race will offer
participants a great mix of mountain biking terrain,
consisting of technical single track, double track
and dirt roads, with steep climbs and exciting
down hills.
The Challenge will showcase the amazing trails
and scenery to further promote mountain biking in
the area. Bring the whole family for a weekend of
outdoor recreation, fun, adventure and camaraderie.
We will also be offering a shorter race option for
those who don't want to tackle 50 miles as well as
a kid's race. Please do bring the whole family!

Ride the Trails

Go to www.Bikereg.com for a full description or to
register for any of the above race events. For questions or to be added to the email list for the race,
please
contact
Emmy
Monahan
at
duchess.of.dirt@hotmail.com.

President's Note
The first season for CR NEMBA was absolutely
incredible. We formed on July 31, 2010, with a
handful of interested mountain bikers and ended
the calendar year with over 80 members! We held
4 trail work days where we improved trail sections

at the Outdoor Center and on Maine Huts and
Trails. These projects totaled over 500 volunteer
hours. Thank you to everyone who participated.
Most importantly we formed new friendships and
brought the mountain bike community together to
improve mountain biking in the region. If you participated in a trail work day you know how much
fun it is. If you haven't, there will be plenty of
opportunity to do so this year.
Partnerships are extremely important to our continued success. The Partnerships we formed with

Maine Huts and Trails as well as the Town of
Carrabassett Valley have been strengthening
through continued communication and planning.
We will look to strengthen our partnerships with
Sugarloaf Mountain, CVOA, the JV Wing snowmobile club, the Carrabassett ATV club, the The
Bureau of Parks and Lands (BPL) and the High
Peeks Alliance among others.
The list of people to thank is too long to start so I
won't even go there. If you have been a part of
what's going on you know who you are. THANK
YOU! —Dave Hughes

Central ME
President: Brian Alexander,
BAlexander1@roadrunner.com, 207397-4877
VP: Chris O’Toole
Secretary: Garry Hinkley
Treasurer: Sarah Hart
Membership: Ellen Wells
PR: Pete Phair
Facebook: CeMeNEMBA
Website: www.cnhnemba.org

Fatbikes Rule At Winter Carnival!
The Second Annual Winter Carnival was held at
the Quarry Road Recreation Area in Waterville on
February 5, 2011 and among the many and varied
winter activities offered during the festival (snowshoeing, x-country skiing, sledding), fatbike demos
were counted as the most popular. Five Fatbikes
were available for display and for demos and Brian
reports that they were in constant use. This event
drew nearly 200 people last winter and organizers
were overjoyed with the 775 who attended this
year. Bonfires, food tables and other vendors
helped to offer something for everyone at this
annual celebration. Well sponsored and well
organized, the carnival did a fabulous job of showcasing what the Quarry Road Recreation Area has
available. Bright skies and fresh, abundant snow
certainly helped boost this year's numbers, but the
growing popularity of the trails as a four season
resource has CeMeNEMBA to thank as well.
Fatbikes (and non-Fatbikes too) have been a regular sight on these trails this winter, and the festival
served to show the uninitiated just why these
mountain bikes with 4 inch tires and 26 inch rims
are so much fun to ride. Surveys completed after
the event confirmed that dozens who attended the
festival were there to try out the Fatbikes. It
ranked as one of the top two activities that
inspired them to attend. Check out a very cool
video of the carnival on the CeMeNEMBA web site
at CeMeNEMBA.org.
With such a successful winter event comes great
anticipation for summer events. CeMeNEMBA will
again offer a regular slate of Wednesday night rides
at Central Maine locations throughout the summer. In June, July and August, we will also offer
rides for both beginning and seasoned cyclists.
Partnering with other Maine chapters of NEMBA,
the Central Maine chapter is participating in a
statewide initiative called The Maine NEMBA
Experience. In an effort to highlight a small fracSave the Trails

Winter Carnaval at the Quarry Road Recreation Area, Waterville ME. Photos by Brian Alexander

tion of the awesome trail riding in Maine, all four
Maine chapters of NEMBA have scheduled rides
this summer. Be sure to check out the ride schedule in SingleTracks for specifics but here's a preview: On June 25, at the Hallowell Recreation Area
(known as The Reservoir or The Res), CeMeNEMBA
will host our Family Mountain Bike Day from
10:00-2:00. As always, this family friendly outing
will include clinics, rides and information on how
to get more involved with NEMBA. We will have
three beginners' rides - on June 13th at Pine Ridge

in Waterville, July 12th at The Res in Hallowell and
August 8th at Pine Ridge again. Another ride for
all riders will occur on July 9 in Augusta (exact
location TBD). All CeMeNEMBA rides and events
will be announced in SingleTracks, the
CeMeNEMBA website, our Facebook page, the
Bicycle Coalition of Maine Event Calendar and
through a number of email list-serves. Go to
CeMeNEMBA.org for details, call Chapter President
Brian Alexander at (207) 441-6227 or email him at
Continued on page 26
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BAlexander1@roadrunner.com.
Trail work this summer will include more rehab and
new trails at both the Pine Ridge and Quarry Road
Recreation Areas. Mini-grants totaling $1500 from
Inland Hospital and the Healthy Maine Partnership

Central NH
President: Grant Drew,
CNHNEMBA@msn.com
Administrative VP: Matt Bowser
VP Franklin Falls: Mike Geldermann
VP Elm Brook: Sharon Nall
VP Laconia: Mark Horvath
Secretary: Jesse McGowan
Treasurer: Barry Greenhalgh
PR Manager: Jesse McGowan
BOD Reps: Steve LaFlame, Matt Bowser
Central NH NEMBA’s Jamis Bicycles
Trail Care:
Ahern State Park: April 17
Franklin Falls Dam: May 15
Page Hill: June 5
Hopkinton-Everett Dam: June 25
Hopefully by the time this publishes, there will be
some riding in Central NH. Seems everyone I have
spoken to has spent the winter doing winter sports
(gasp!). Some spotty thaw and refreezes have
made for some decent riding on snowmobile trails.
Since there is precious little to discuss about the

Connecticut

President: Mark Lurie,
eatsleepfish@gmail.com, 203-3649912
VP: Tren Spence
Secretary: Glenn Vernes
Treasurer: Al Tinti
Trails Advocacy: Paula Burton
BOD Reps: Mark Lurie
At Large: Eric Mayhew & Art Roti
Email List: mtb-CT@yahoogroups.com
CT Web: www.ctnemba.net

At the writing of this update the snow in most
parts of the state is all but gone yet the ground and
trails in our forests and parks are still supersaturated from the snow melt and historical amounts
of rain fall that have fallen so. I know you are all
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will go a long way to support these efforts. Work
at Pine Ridge will involve the on-going attempt to
connect Pine Ridge with Colby College trails.
Geographically, Colby College sits between the
Pine Ridge trails and the Quarry Road trails so
progress on this aspect of trail development in

Waterville is key to the big picture goal of one continuous trail system. There is also talk of building
a pump track at the Quarry Road as well - another
high profile, fun activity to draw more riders into
NEMBA. —Pete Phair

now, let us review what is coming with the Spring.

The Highlands Mountain Bike Park in Northfield is
in the planning stages to develop an XC riding area
to augment its gravity, lift-assisted Hayes rail system. Volunteers interested in helping over at the
Highlands should contact Mark Hayes at the
Highlands. In particular, Mark is looking for a few
folks with strong trail design experience to help get
the project off the ground. Mark is a visionary with
hopes of a large trail system covering large tracts of
private land similar to how Kingdom Trails was
assembled.

The weekly CNHNEMBA group rides will continue
to be held on Thursday evenings. Matt Bowser and
Kevin Orlowski will continue to lead rides weekly.
We are looking for some alternate leaders in case
Matt or Kevin cannot make a ride. We have a
woman rider who has volunteered to lead some allwomen's' mountain bike group rides. I am told that
women need a rest from us guys, sorry! The details
will be posted at our web site calendar. We are also
hopeful to have a few novice and beginner rides
again this year. Jesse McGowan lead a couple of
successful beginners rides last year. It is important
to bring new folks into the fold if we are to become
stronger. I expect these will be Saturday mornings
at FFD.
Franklin Falls will be the first bare riding area
around our parts. Trail care days at FFD are always
well attended and one is scheduled for Mid May.
Mike Geldermann tells me there is a new trail
flagged and ready to be built. Riding attendance
was heavy at FFD last year. The parking lot was
very full on any given weekend day. It is very satisfying to know so many folks enjoy those trails.
We are waiting for approval to begin working on a
new trail system in Hill just about 8 miles
Northwest from FF Dam. We hope Page Hill will go
from plan on paper, to fun singletrack this year.
This is our first project on land owned by the Lakes
Region Conservation Trust. A relationship we are
very excited for. Climbers rejoice! Hill, NH was not
given that name for no reason. The view from the
top of the property is spectacular. Jesse McGowan
is the Champion and point of contact on that project.

jonesin' to ride just I am yet you need to be patient
until our trails dry out.
Please check our blog for updates on up coming
events. This year we are going to do a combined
TM and TA training at Goodwin State Forest in
Hampton. In May, in conjunction with the new REI
shop in Norwalk we'll be doing TM prior to the
Happening at Huntington. Speaking of which, the
Happening will definitely be happening this year.
We have at least one shop lined up with Demos
and we are working on having more. There will be
swag of course and the proceeds from the event go
back to the park in terms of maintenance, board
walks, and other improvements.
Look for a continuation of our Ride After Work
series, or RAW Rides. Al Tinti is planning on leading his Easy Does it Rides at Gay City, Paula will be
leading Women's rides at Trumbull, Ryan Tucker
and Dave Francefort are planning on leading Wilton
Woods Wednesday ride, featuring stuntry and
some of the best, technical singletrack in Western
Connecticut. Quarterly chapter meetings will be
on weekends with a ride being led by one of our
board members. The ride will be easy paced with
opportunities for more advanced riding depending
upon who shows up.
There will be no shortage of riding opportunities

A new trail is being planned and hopefully
approved at Hopkinton-Everett Dam for our trail
day there in June. Last winter, just before
Christmas while the ground was still unusually
bare, there were several new trails put in at HED,
sort of off the radar by a few but determined group.
Sharon Nall has plans to make a 12-15 mile loop
ride possible without riding the fire roads. Elm
Brook will be the 2011 home site for Concord
Hospital's Gene Gillis Fund ride, Pedaling for
Payson. P4P has raised thousands of dollars to
assist cancer patients at the Hospital's Payson
Center. A mountain bike ride is planned for the
first time ever. Look up Pedaling for Payson on the
web for more info.
There is also an early-bird trail day at Ahern State
Park in Laconia this year to rake the existing trails
out for the coming season. This will be the first use
of our new leaf blowers.
CNHNEMBA surpassed a significant goal at the
turn of the new year — we reached the 75 member mark. Let's make it 100 for 2011! Or better yet
111 for '11. It is going to be a great year.
—G.Drew

this year. Don't forget our second Mountain Bike
Adventure Series Ride for the second year at
Cockaponset State Forest in August and the Fall
Fiesta.
TM and TA Training, Sun. April 17, Goodwin State
Forest, Hampton,
CT, Paula Burton,
peburton@aol.com, 203-733-2963
Join CTNEMBA for a day of Trail Advocacy. Trail
Ambassador and Trail Boss training. Sunday April
17, Goodwin State Forest Conservation Center,
Hampton Ct . Learn how you can be an effective
trail advocate. Classroom discussion includes: Trail
Ambassador training includes working with other
users, reporting problems, basic bike maintenance.
Trail Boss training will cover sustainable shared use
trail design, tool safety, working with the land
manager, and working with volunteers. After the
classroom session, we will have lunch, then head
outdoors to put our new knowledge to work. If
time and weather permit, we'll have a ride after we
are done working on the trail. To register for the
class, email Paula at peburton@aol.com or call
203-733-2963 . For more general questions about
the Trail Ambassador program please contact Al
Tinti at alanrtinti@cox.net.
See you on the trail! —Mark Lurie
Ride the Trails

Greater Boston
President: Adam Glick, adam@gbnemba.org , 781-354-7845
VP: Tim Post
VP: Mike Tabaczynski
VP: Greg Koch
Secretary: Terry Kennedy
Treasurer: Claire Grimble
Patrol Director: Terry Kennedy
Website: www.gbnemba.org
GBNEMBA Activities
Things are cranking up with GBNEMBA and 2011
looks to be one of our best seasons!

Continued Leadership for 2011:
GBNEMBA re-elected its current slate of chapter
officers who will continue to coordinate GBNEMBA
activities in 2011. Adam Glick who has clearly
raised the bar with his trail advocacy leadership
has agreed to stay on as GBNEMBA's President.
Adam did a great job in 2010 and we look forward
to his continued guidance. Terry Kennedy will continue as Chapter Secretary and Claire Grimble will
continue as the Chapter Treasurer. In addition to
his chapter secretarial responsibilities, Terry
Kennedy will continue as Director of the NEMBA
Mountain Bike Patrol. Congratulations to all!

Middlesex Fells Trail Advocacy:
Though disappointed with the DCR's decision to
put the Trails Plan on hold and to develop a full
RMP, GBNEMBA is committed to working within
the process. To this, we would appreciate your
continued help and support. Keep in mind, the
local mountain bike community must be involved
to gain a louder voice within the DCR as well as
with the communities adjoining the Fells. Make
sure to check the GBNEMBA website where you'll
find guidance on becoming involved and how to
express your support to the DCR and local state
and municipal officials.
It's very clear the DCR enthusiastically supports
our efforts and that GBNEMBA's trail maintenance
program delivers quality results. However, the ultimate goal of our advocacy is more equitable access
to trails in the Middlesex Fells consistent with
other DCR parks. We need to keep the momentum
going and to capitalize on our success.

Trek Bicycles-NEMBA Trail Care:

Tom Grimble and Tim Post hanging at the swag booth at the New England MTB Film Fesitval

And if you're up to it, you can join us for a ride that
afternoon.

GBNEMBA Ride Series:
Restless and wanting to get the GBNEMBA Weekly
Ride Series going, for the fifth year GBNEMBA in
partnership with the Massachusetts DCR will
jointly sponsor the Wednesday Night PYT "Practice
Your Technique" Ride at the Middlesex Fells.
Always a popular ride, we look forward to seeing
you.
The exciting news is that our Thursday Social Ride
has moved to a new venue. For 2011, we'll do the
Social Ride at the Landlocked Forest in Burlington.
With the trails being touched up last year, this
should be an outstanding ride.
And I'm happy to report the monthly DCR /
NEMBA Explorers Kid's Ride Series will continue in
2011. We had a tremendous turn-out last year and
as the word spreads, we expect even more this
year. Watch the schedule as the dates and locations are posted.
In addition, a couple of women's oriented activities
are in the works. Proving very popular in 2010, the
"Ride Like a Girl" series will be back on a monthly
basis. Plans are to ride at the Middlesex Fells,
Willowdale, the Landlocked Forest, Russell Mills,
Nam and Highland Park.

Other Rides / Events:
In addition to the Weekly Ride Series, GBNEMBA
will again host the Middlesex Fells Opening Day
event in cooperation with the DCR on April 30th.
Always a great event with excellent turnout, we
look forward to riding with you. And following up
on the success last year, the Lynn MBAS will be
held again on August 28th.

Bike Maintenance Clinics:

Getting ready to kick off its 2011 TM Program,
GBNEMBA has already put an aggressive plan in
place. Though the dates aren't firm, there are Trail
Maintenance plans for the Landlocked Forest in
Burlington, trails adjacent to the Mt. Hood Golf
Course in Melrose, the Western Greenway and
Beaverbrook North.

By the time your read this, Hub Cycles will have
hosted three women-specific bike maintenance
clinics. If last year's turnout is used as a guide, this
year will be packed. Should be a lot of fun!
Tentative dates are April 5th and 7th with an
advanced clinic on April 12th.

As always, we need all the help we can get, and if
you're willing to lend a hand, check the NEMBA
calendar. We're talking about a Saturday morning
here or a Sunday morning there. If you can squeeze
in a little time to help, we will definitely appreciate
it. Bring your gloves and a bottle of water. We'll
provide the tools and even feed you lunch to boot.

Membership:

Save the Trails

JRA Cycles will run the SRAM bike maintenance
clinic on March 23rd. More to come on this.
Thanks to Brian for offering!
GBNEMBA is continuing its effort to increase
membership and is asking each GBNEMBA member
to commit to bringing in one new member this

year. When riding, take a moment to mention
NEMBA to other riders. There are many opportunities to informally advertise NEMBA's benefits. It
only takes a second or two, and once known, some
of the riders might sign up. Can you imagine if each
of us recruited just one new member? How many
of us hang around the parking lot telling tales after
a ride. It's a good opportunity to advertise to the
new riders wanting to join a group. Don't forget,
every penny of your membership dues goes directly into our many volunteer programs. Besides doubling chapter membership, we could do a lot more
towards improving our parks and biking trails.

Mountain Bike Patrol:
With 2011 quickly approaching, the New England
Mountain Bike Patrol remains busy patrolling area
parks and supporting local mountain bike events.
With a number of new members, the Patrol is
increasing its visibility and providing expanded
services to NEMBA. Working towards a more
regional look, the Patrol continues to look for new
volunteers.
The charter of the Patrol is to "inform, assist and
educate". The current patrol consists of riders ranging from "beginner" to "advanced" riders and each
patroller spends at least 6 hours per month
patrolling in assigned parks.
The Mountain Bike Patrol is gearing up with a full
calendar to provide service to numerous NEMBA
events including the Middlesex Fells Opening Day
biking event at the end of April, the SEMASS-sponsored Mountain Bike Day at Blue Hills Reservation,
Lynn Woods MBAS at the end of August,
NEMBAFest in October, and other regional MBAS
events.
And the Patrol supports a couple of non-NEMBA
events here and there too. Last fall, the Patrol had
a blast supporting the Landmine Race at
Wompatuck and even helped with a MassBike road
event in June.
If you're interested in the Patrol, let us know. To
become a Patroller, you will need to attend the
annual Patrol Clinic where each Patroller is certified
in First Aid and CPR and receives training on
Patrolling skills, basic bike maintenance, conflict
management, and park rules and regulations. No
experience is necessary and the veterans will get
you certified in First Aid and basic bike repair skills.
—Terry Kennedy
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Greater

Portland
President: Mitch Wacksman, portlandnemba@gmail.com, 616-405-1448
Vice-President: Fred Masciangelo
Other officers: Coming Soon!
Email List: mtbportland@yahoogroups.com
Website: coming soon!
The Greater Portland chapter is back at it again this
spring with many exciting things on the horizon!
We just had our first meeting of the year where we
enjoyed free pizza and the opportunity to talk
about bikers in the middle of the winter. At the
meeting many chapter members stepped up to join
recently formed sub-committees to help the chapter effectively take on more projects. We're excited
at how many people expressed interest in becoming even more involved and are really looking forward to the upcoming riding season!

Events:
1. We're currently working on a movie premier
at a local venue. We still have to work out the
details, but if this is anything like last year's event
it will be a huge success! We'll hopefully watch a
great bike movie, have a raffle and some free swag,
and raise a few bucks for this year's trail projects!
2. Weekly rides will start up again soon; just as
soon as the trails are clear. Rides will happen from
a number of locations and for various skill levels.
For more information check out our calendar on
our newly redesigned website at http://greaterportlandnemba.com. Special thanks to Justin Hall
for the complete redesign!
3. NEMBA will work to support a recently
expanded kid's race series at Bradbury State park.
In its initial season the race series was a huge success, and this year there will be 6 races throughout
the summer! Kids from 8-18 are invited to race for
a small entry fee. Proceeds of the series will benefit the town of Pownal Fire and Rescue
Department. Volunteers for the races are needed,
so if you're interested please contact us.
4. We're working on our leg of the Mountain
Bike Adventure Series (MBAS), scheduled for
7/31/2011. We'll be having the event on the border
of Falmouth and Windham, Maine so we can
showcase the new trail we built during our visit
with the IMBA trail care crew last year! Since we've
got plenty of time to plan we're hoping for nothing
less than one fantastic event!

Trail Projects:
1. GP NEMBA will be starting our trails days as
soon as the snow is off the ground. Currently we’re
planning a trail day for either Sunday April 10th or
17th . We’ll work in Falmouth and do some general maintenance on some of the sweetest single
track in the area! We’ve also been fortunate to
have some new equipment to help with this
process…. A new backpack leaf blower! Now we’ll
be able to let one person clear leaves and small
sticks from the trail tread and let the rest of the
crew work on other things like hardening trail and
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Brian Danz and Scott Townsend. Photos by Jeff Scher

trimming back vegetation. This will maximize the
output of our volunteer’s time during trail days.
Special thanks to Allspeed Cyclery and Snow in
Portland for donating the proceeds of their winter
tune-up workshops to the chapter; financing the
leaf blower!
2. GP NEMBA members have been involved in
the planning stages of a multi-use trail in
Yarmouth, Maine. This is a town sponsored project
that will provided opportunities to ride mountain
bikes on areas that have previously been inaccessible. This is a big project that's been in the work for
a while, and we're really excited to be a part of the
process!
3. Since Bradbury Mountain State Park provides
such awesome riding in our area, the GP NEMBA
chapter again adopted the Ginn trail this spring.
Members will spend a Sunday morning clearing the
trail, hardening trouble spots, and cutting back
brush to maintain the trail corridor. The Ginn trail
is located on the east side of the park and is 2.6
miles long. The trail is fairly technical with some
nice climbing and descending through rocky terrain. The GP NEMBA crew will maintain the trail at

least one additional time during the season to
ensure it's in tip top shape. For anyone who hasn't
been to Bradbury, you need to get there ASAP! The
park has roughly 30 miles of well marked, well
manicured trail to explore! Everything from wide
open snowmobile trails for the beginner to super
technical single track for the seasoned rider.
A connection to an adjoining piece of public land
(Pineland) is also in the works. GP NEMBA members hope to help parks crew design and build a
single track trail through the existing corridor. This
will be an exciting opportunity to be involved with
an awesome new trail!
As you can see things continue to roll in the
Portland area! If anyone would like more information about any of our events please contact portlandnemba@gmail.com. All events can also be
found on our calendar (http://greaterportlandnemba.com) and we also have an active facebook page
(www.facebook.com/pages/Greater-PortlandNEMBA/316709321780) worth checking out for
additional information.
—Mitch Wacksman

Ride the Trails

Mid Coast
Maine
President: John Anders, 207-542-0080,
j-anders@roadrunner.com
Exec Committee:
Kevin Davis, Mike Hartley, Steve
Koskinen, Mike White
Treasurer/Secretary: Casey Leonard

Winter is fading away and Spring is on the horizon.
Folks around here are hungry for the trail care and
riding season and it shows. A few hearty souls
have logged over 100 hours trekking back and forth
through deep snow to nail down the exact route
for the next phase of the Massey Falls trail reroute. We're confident that the time invested in
laying out this nearly two mile re-route will result
in one of the most fun filled and adventure packed
trail builds in a long time. Stay tuned to our
Facebook page if you want to be part of the Magic.
As you know... These trails don't build or take care
of themselves. With that, I'm challenging everyone to dig down and carve out at least three hours
during the build season, to "GIVE BACK to the
trails".
The Winter Bike Championship 4x series is currently in progress with two events in the history
books. We substitute the speed run with the ever
epic avalanche this year, which was an excellent
decision. If you want to find out what the avalanche is all about, you're just going to have to register next year and check it out in person. These
events are fun filled and while one might think that
it's all about the racing, it's not! The first rule of
the WBC is fun, which brings me to the second
rule... FUN-draising. Last year all proceed went to
support efforts to fight breast cancer. this year,
NEMBA! The event has already raised a few hundred dollars for the local NEMBA chapters. With
that, I'd like everyone to give a big shout out to the
following people and business for making this happen:
Bruce and Sylvia Wallingford at Ernie's Cycle Shop

Save the Trails

Riders taking the chair up for the Winter Bike Championships at Camden Snow Bowl.
Photo by Tonya Andres

John Anders on Hatchet Mountain. Photo by Tonya Andres

for planning and managing the series,Chris and
Hayden Christie from Bikesenjava for setting up
the course at the Camden Snow Bowl.
Jeff Kuller and the staff at the Snow Bowl. And
Finally the rider (whose name escapes me) who
hiked-a-bike (4x) to the terrain park and had

enough courage to pull off the 180 degree (1/2)
back flip belly slide. Maybe we’ll see him pull off
the full back flip next year. As they say..."If you
build it, they will come." —John Anders
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North Shore
President: Frank Lane
president@nsnemba.org,978-465-2295
Vice-President: Fred White
Treasurer: Kirk Goldsworthy
Secretary: Hank Kells
BOD Reps: Dan Streeter & Frank Lane
Wicked Ride Chair: Steve Charrette
Email List: mtbnorthshore@yahoogroups.com
Website: www.nsnemba.org

NSNEMBA Spring 2011
By now, the big snows of January and February
have melted. The skiing was great and hopefully
everyone took advantage of the snow, and got out
on those skis. I know I did. After a few months off
the bike, I got a chance to head down to Otis in
early March leaving the snowy North Shore behind
for the mud free trails of the Cape. I am now ready
to start biking again, and hopefully you are too.
Here is what we have planned for the spring.

TREK/NEMBA Trail Care Series
Spring trail work is starting to come together. On
Park Service Day April 16th NSNEMBA will be
teaming up with the Friends of Georgetown
Rowley State Forest. Plans are to add some more
singletrack to the already existing network of trails.
Last year the mileage of singletrack increased, with
new construction or upgrades to older trails. This
park has some great terrain and is worth checking
out on your bike. So come out for the trail day.
In cooperation with the Andover Trails Committee,
the trail crew will be off to Harold Parker SF on
Sunday May 15th to extend the bog bridge near
Bear Pond that was installed a few years back and
add an additional section in another location. The
beavers seem to be winning the war in this area
and more wood will be required to keep this trail
open.
The plan is to finally get into Willowdale State
Forest for a trail day on Sunday June 12th to complete some maintenance on the exiting singletrack.
These trails are seeing a lot of riders and are starting to get blown out in a few spots - some bench
cutting and armoring will be needed to get these
trails back in shape.
A lengthy reroute is planned on the side of Boston
Hill at Ward Reservation that should be a lot of fun
to build and ride. If you haven't been to Elephant
Rock in awhile, the outstanding view is even better now that a large area has been cleared to create
better grassland habitat.
With our friends from Western Cycle/TNS and
Essex County Greenbelt Association (ECGA), we
expect to return to Greenwood/Beverly Commons
in the fall. Not sure of the project yet but there is
no shortage of improvements that are needed.
Another potentially large project is an expansion of
the trail system at ECGA's Tompson St. Res. into
an area isolated by MA DOT Land along 128.
Greenbelt is close to finishing up a trail use agree-
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North Shore and MV NEMBA Riders riding the Cape. Photos by Frank Lane

ment with the state agency that will allow legal
access to the area, and the result should be some
great new stuff in Tompson/B&Ts.
As always, trail care events are part of the
TREK/NEMBA series with a chance to win a TREK
bike at the end of the season. Two chapter members have been winners in the last several years, so
come on out - you could be the lucky one this
year!

Meetings and Rides
Chapter meeting and ride Thursday April 28th.
Check out the trails of Wilmington, meeting and
pizza afterwards at Lee's house. Ride leaves at 6
PM; meeting starts at 8:00 PM.
The Willowdale Meadow Monday night ride will
begin on May 2nd at 6 PM, and continue each
week till the daylight runs out. This event is for all
mountain bikers looking for a fun group ride on
smooth singletrack. We will work up to two plus
hours by midsummer, so plan to come early and
often to this ride.

Thursday night at Harold Parker will again start
May 5th. This ride leaves from the Jenkins lot at
6:00 and will run through the fall. The terrain is a
bit more technical at HP but this group ride will
leave no one behind, and is a good way to learn the
trail network in this fine state park.
On Saturday May 14th, NSNEMBA will have a
beginner ride/clinic. Meet at Bradley Palmer State
Park main parking lot at 10 AM. This ride will be a
relaxed pace for new riders and beginners looking
to improve on their mountain bike skills.
The 2nd annual Weeping Willow EFTA bike race
will take place on May 22nd at Willowdale State
Forest. This event was huge last year with over 400
racers. Plan to race or come out to cheer the racers
on.
There may well be some adjustments to the schedule, so please check for updates at nsnemba.org,
the mtb-northshore mailing list, and the
nemba.org forums.
—Dan Streeter
Ride the Trails

Pioneer
Valley

President: Steven Rossi,
stevenrossi@rocketmail.com, 413-7863744
VP Hamden County: Kris Wyman, Chris
Grello
VP Hampshire County: Megan Bilodeau,
Chaz Nielson
VP Franklin County: Steffi Krug
Secretary: Juliana Rossi
Treasurer: Trevor Emond
BOD Reps: Harold Green, Steven Rossi
Email List:
mtb-pioneervalley@nemba.org

Well, it's getting on riding season again. Last year,
riding season never stopped for those who didn't
mind riding in the cold. But this year, the bikes collected dust and skis were the toy of choice. There
were a couple of opportunities when the snow was
packed and the temps were low enough to ride,
but those opportunities were few and far between
for most of us in the valley.

Rob Ackerman riding Robison State Park. Photo by Steven Rossi

make us all look like jerks and cause permanent
damage. I know road riding sucks, but go do some
of that, go skiing, or walk the trails and do some
cleanup. I'm sure there's plenty of stuff to clear.
Contact your local NEMBA rep with questions
about trail work. And if we find your selfish tracks,
we'll hunt you down and give you noogies while
Liam yells at you.
Ok, enough chastising. Here at PVNEMBA, we've
got a ton of stuff planned this year. Most of our
favorite events are returning. Some have dates,
some are TBD, but you can rest assured we'll be as
awesome as ever. Here's what's on our docket for
the coming year:

much less that I had organized one of the epics,
and he told me, "I've heard that PVNEMBA hosts
some terrifying epic rides, like all-day, wish-youwere-dead-so-you-could-stop-pedaling
type
rides." I was so complimented.
- Kris "Red" Wyman and Harold Green will host
intermediate mid-season epics. Perfect midseason
prep for the big epics and a guaranteed good time.

-Our north country rep, Steffi Krug, will still be
leading her beginner rides, is planning a mid summer Greenfield Ridge Red, White and Blue ride and
BBQ, as well as the second PV-NEMBA camping
weekend at the DAR State Forest September 17th
(tentatively). Of course, she will also be hosting
the annual Chili Ride in November. If you attend
only one PVNEMBA event, make damn sure it's the
chili ride, ya heard?
-Mark your calendar - July 10 - Wendell MBAS. Be
there. Yeah, make damn sure you're at this one,
too.
-Steve Rossi will be hosting 2 Mere Mortal epics,
one in late spring, one in the fall. Rumor has it
he'll be reincorporating the "expert" category
(requires gross overeating + riding). I suggested
the addition of whiskey to the event, but hey,
we're a family organization. FYI, I'm the reigning
champ, and you better get your chew on if you
want to best me.
It's fun getting to this point where there's a buzz
in the air. We start getting emails from friends we
haven't heard from since November. I know I'm not
the only one itching to rip some singletrack. I daydream about riding through my favorite trails,
building new trails, and sitting in a parking lot
drinking beer after hours on the bike.
Not to sound like your grandma and be a nag,
but....super extra ultra double triple pretty
pleeeeeease with sugar on top, STAY OFF THE
TRAILS until the mud recedes. I know, I want to go
ride as much as you do, but bike tracks in the mud
Save the Trails

-Family Bike in Agawam will be hosting
Wednesday rides at Robinson State Park.
-Kris Wyman & Nick DeCoteau will be leading
spirited weekly rides from the Notch Visitors
Center Saturdays at 9:00, beginning in mid-May.
-The Epic series returns! When? Where? Who
knows! But getcher ridin' legs ready because these
were grueling last year. Fun story about the epics:
I was out at a bar a couple weeks ago talking to
someone who lives on the eastern side of the
state. He didn't know I was affiliated with NEMBA,

- Red, Rossi, and I have started tinkering with the
idea of a 100-mile mountain bike ride. We've got
a couple potential loops. No firm details, though
it may include a boat ferry across the river.
-Of course, we'll also have our various trail work
days, fun rides, etc. Check the NEMBA/MTBR
forums for details.That's it for now. Happy Spring!
—Chaz Nielson
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Rhode Island
President: Peter Gengler,
pgengler@landtruth.com, 508-2529578
VP Arcadia: Jim Grimley
VP Big River: Peter Gengler
VP Burlingame: Lennon Schroeder
VP Lincoln Woods: Leo Corrigan
Treasurer: Sara Grimley
Secretary: Mike Saunders
NEMBA BOD Rep: Matt Schulde
NEMBA BOD Rep: Bart Angelo
Email List: mtb-RI@nemba.org
Web: RINEMBA.org
Spring. Finally.
At least I am hoping by the time this reaches you
it is... At this point I don't want to jinx it. I
always look forward to winter riding: the shortness
of breath from the cold air, being overly warm due
to putting on way more layers than necessary for
sake of comfort in the parking lot only to start riding and be overheated, the night rides making the
well known and totally frozen trails seem that
much faster and more exciting. All good things.
Especially when you live in Southern NE and the
ocean influenced temperate climate is the envy of
Northern New England during the winter months.
Except for this year, I guess. Wow. What can you
say? From the holidays through mud season it was
pretty brutal. I guess it was a long time since I
lived in NW CT, I forgot what this is like! I am hoping that this isn't a trend but instead is an anomaly so we can get back to clear trails next year. I
knew this winter was a drag when I was getting
totally frustrated plowing my driveway. It is a long
driveway, granted- but I don't have any commercial
jobs, just my own and I give some neighborly love
when it is a big snowfall. So when plowing got
REALLY old somewhere around mid January (and
let's face it- plowing is basically running into stuff
on purpose with a BRT, so if you are not doing it
for a living it is normally a good time) and I couldn't turn to a nice ride to burn off that annoyancewell- that made it even worse for me. My appreciation has risen for those in NH, VT, Western MA,
NW CT and ME- I guess I have a better understanding of what is 'normal' in your world now! It
was comforting to see that the regular weekly
mountain bike rides turned into weekly hikes, xcountry ski and snowshoe treks. But at the same
rate, I know dirt was on everyone's mind.
At this point, things should be pretty well ironed
out schedule wise for RI NEMBA for the year. Like
last year, there will be plenty of led rides, plenty of
trail days and plenty of regional events to take part
in if you fancy getting involved. I see firsthand
how much effort it takes to organize and lead rides.
Thanks go out to all of those people like Beth,
Brendan, Lennon, Alan, Leo and Matt who set
aside the time and agree to take responsibility for
hosting a regular ride. Peter Gengler is putting
together a monthly dog ride during the summer
months. If you have a canine who is your regular
trail buddy (and please- know whether your dog is
pack friendly and listens to you enough to keep
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No wheels, but at least it was getting out in the woods! Photo by Peter Gengler

Nope. Still not ready to roll at Big River..... Photo by Alan Winsor

close and not take off before deciding to take part),
keep an eye out for those dates. There is something awesomely primitive about cruising the
woods with a bunch of dogs running alongside,
tongues out and happy. At least until the
inevitable brake lock endo to avoid t-boning a pup
that has caught an unavoidably fantastic scent in
the middle of the trail. And yes, I am referring to
my pooch- it is her favorite trick… Unlike the winter (where the Winter Warmer and Fly to the South
rides had to be cancelled due to weather), we are
hoping to have Lady Sunshine show us some lovin'
so things can go off without a hitch. New and
exciting this year will be a visit from the IMBA Trail
School and another good size project in Big River.

As per usual- keep an eye out on the RI NEMBA
website and the Facebook page for further information and details. The calendar of events should be
up at your LBS as well (and if it isn't- ask why!).
Make sure you pop in to get your rigs tuned up and
ready to roll soon- they support us, so it is always
a good idea to return the favor. Also- with so
many advocacy issues that other chapters are facing, be sure to keep up with the Regional Action
Items on the weekly ride report and do what you
can to support the other chapters in their efforts to
keep trails open for all of us.
Rock on! —Matt Schulde

Ride the Trails

SE Mass
President: Steve Cobble,
cobblestv@gmail.com, 781-254-8796
Treasurer: Bill Boles
VPs:
Ames Nowell: Malcolm Neilson
Blue Hills: Joe Sloane
Borderland: Rich Higgins
Carolina Hills: Jack Storer
Cutler Park: Bob Khedarian
Duxbury: Dave Walecka
Foxboro/Wrentham: Christopher Patrick
Franklin: Jan Hubbell
Massasoit: John Bailey
Myles Standish: Tim Scholz
Wompatuck: Tyler Eusden
Secretary: Rich Higgins
Email List: semass@nemba.org
Here's a new format to the regular SE MA NEMBA
'report' for this issue and probably the next.
We would like to share with you some of our
favorite places to ride here in Southeast Mass, and
to include along with our contact info, some
details of our parks enough to get you going (and
getting back) in the right direction. Feel free to
contact us with any questions, and 'stay tuned' for
trail-related events via the SE MA NEMBA email
list, Forums, semassnemba.org website, and
Facebook. —Steve Cobble

Wompatuck State Park
Wompatuck State Park located in Hingham MA is a
MTB'ers heaven. Easily accessible by car from Rt. 3
and even commuter rail from Boston, Wompy as it
is often referred to offers 3500+ acres and 35+
miles of trails all open to mountain bikers. The
park is also interlaced with paved bike paths and
old military access roads offering mellower options
for those looking for a break from Wompy's rocky,
rooty trail network. Abutting Wompatuck is
Whitney Thayer Woods, a Trustees of the
Reservations property that connects directly to the
Wompatuck trail network. The potential for truly
epic long rides awaits those ambitious riders with
the lungs and legs to tackle a full day or multiple
days of exploring Wompatuck's terrain.
Wompatuck is roughly bisected by Union St.
which leads into the park. Roughly equal portions
of trail exist on either side of Union St. so riding on
either side of Union St. offers excellent options.
Grab a trail map from the visitor's center or better
yet download a copy from DCR here
http://www.mass.gov/dcr/parks/trails/print/Womp
atuck.pdf. Unlike some parks the Wompatuck trail
map is very accurate and includes the vast majority of trails. Intersections are marked via small blue
and white signs on trees with a letter & number
combination. If you are facing the sign in the
woods, you are automatically facing north so orienting yourself to the print map is easy.
NEMBA in conjunction with Friends of
Wompatuck (FOW) host an on-going trail maintenance series every summer as part of the Trek
Bicycles/NEMBA Trail Care Series. NEMBA and

Save the Trails

FOW working with DCR staff have been responsible for numerous trail improvements from reroutes of damaged trail, bridge building & bridge
traction improvements, and even installation of
new trail. FOW helps raise funds for Wompatuck
by hosting the annual Landmine Mountain Bike
Classic as part of the Root 66 race series. Both the
trail care series and Landmine race will be hosted
in 2011, check out the weekly NEMBA email blast
or http://www.friendsofwompatuck.org/ for dates
& times as the winter slowly melts away. Among
other projects several re-routes, wet spot solutions, old rail bed trail reclamation, and continued
bridge maintenance are all on the docket for 2011.
Several regular NEMBA rides are hosted weekly at
Wompatuck but simply showing up in the visitors
center parking lot on any given week night
between 5:30 & 6pm will let you find groups gearing up to hit the trails for a few hours. The same
holds true on Saturday & Sunday mornings.
Weekend rides include at least one group that regularly host a high school mountain bike club with
varying degrees of experience so there's something
for all riders out there. —Tyler Eusden teusden@gmail.com

Ames Nowell State Park
Ames Nowell State Park in Abington,
Massachusetts is just over six hundred acres of
land with plenty of parking, a great fishing pond,
picnic areas with grills and best of all mountain
biking. The trails are like a mountain biker's playground, scribbled throughout the park covering a
wide variety of terrain that will appeal to all.
Beginners will love the fire roads, which offer small
connecting trails that can be explored to slowly
build up their skills. The more experienced riders
will embrace the many tight singletracks that
weave around, over and through the many rock
outcroppings. Freeriders will enjoy the drops and
roll outs provided by the massive boulders with
natural transitions. This is not a very large park so
long distance is not an option. You could easily
spend an hour for that quick satisfying work out or
spend the day just exploring the many arteries that
weave about the park. —Malcolm Neilson malcride@yahoo.com

Massasoit State Park
Massasoit State Park in Taunton and Lakeville is a
great place to ride. There are over 15 miles of trails
and most are maintained by area cyclists. Few
places in southeastern Massachusetts offer you
water views while you're riding or so many moderate level singletracks. You'll frequently meet others
out on the trails and it's a very friendly place to
ride. —Bill Boles nembabill@yahoo.com

an access road for the town water pumping stations, and on the west side by Main St (3A).
The trails cross Main Street on the Southwest and
Northwest corners of the Carolina Hill area.
Crossing from the Southwest, there's a closed gate
leading to a short loop that circumnavigates a sand
pit and leads north across School Street into loop
featuring more densely forested singletrack, with
some rooty sections and a few short steep climbs.
There is also a somewhat overgrown trail featuring
a few small bridges along the lower elevation terrain. Crossing back over Main Street to the
Northwest corner of Carolina Hill, a brief left turn
(North) on Main St leads to a marked trail on the
right (can be a bit difficult to see) which winds
back up the hill on some nice singletrack sections
that end back at Eames Way School.
Mountain bikes can ride anywhere in the area. The
main Carolina Hill area is also frequented by hikers
and horses, and unfortunately the occasional dirt
bikers
riding
illegally.
—Jack
Storer
storer.jack@gmail.com

Duxbury Conservation Area
The main Duxbury Conservation Area consists of
823 acres at North Hill Marsh and 170 additional
acres at Round Pond. Both areas can be accessed
from designated parking areas on Mayflower St.
By accessing both areas it is not difficult to string
together 10 to 15 mile rides without much duplication. Longer rides can be enjoyed by accessing
The Bay Circuit Trail which connect to other conservation trails in the area.
North Hill Marsh consists of many miles of singletrack and old fire lanes. The majority of the singletrack was cut through in the past 3 -4 years and
are in relatively good shape. Since there are few
rocks the challenge comes in the form of roots and
short steep hills.
The conservation commissioner is very receptive to
mountain biking, but was concerned about new
trails being cut in without authorization. My suggestion is that for the time being, a moratorium be
placed on any new trail building in this area.
This is a multi use trail system with numerous
walkers with dogs and equestrian riders frequenting these trails. Duxbury is also a great place to
cross country ski especially with the adjoining golf
course land.
You can usually find groups of riders leaving from
the Town Hall and Mayflower Street most weekend
days. —Dave Walecka davew@awalecka.com

Marshfield/Carolina Hills
Park at trailhead near Eames Way School, which is
accessed from Pleasant Street or at the Southern
end of the bridle trail on Ferry Street.
The Carolina Hills Conservation Area features
rolling singletrack, some doubletrack, fire roads,
and power lines. The main section is on Carolina
Hill, with two other sections west of Main St (3A).
It is easy to string together a nice 11-12 mile ride
without repeating any sections.
The singletrack winds through forests of pine and
oak, criss-crossing the powerline which runs EastWest, and the dirt road portion of Eames Way
which runs North-South. The powerlines have
some soft sand on the west side, and become rockier on the east side. Carolina Hill is bounded on the
east side by a former bridle trail which is now also
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Southern

New Hampshire
President: Matt Caron,
mtriple@gmail.com, 603-321-8736
VP: Dan Sloan & Jean Rubin
Secretary: Laurie Harrigan
Treasurer: Eleanor Knott
Trail Advisor: Peter DeSantis
Website: www.snemba.org
Email list: mtb-southernNH@nemba.org
Spring
As the days get longer and warmer and the snow
clears out of the deep woods, in comes the mud.
Mud should be a four letter word around here
because the Southern NH soil is much more
spongy than sandy. Please remember the rules and
stay off any trail that you are leaving a clear tread
print through. Once the trails dry the chapter will
be bringing back the group rides. This year we are
planning more rides and if you have new ideas for
ride spots or ride types please let me know.

Group rides
So far the plan is to keep doing what we are doing
and just add more.
-Tuesday will be the beginner/intermediate ride
(early season this is more beginner and each week
as people grow their skills it gets a little more
intermediated).
-Wednesday intermediate/advanced ride (this ride
has been awesome for years... Ride leaders will
help you learn a new park but be ready to pedal
because there are few stops)
-Thursday _____ fill in the blank ride (open to suggestions here, if there are enough hammer heads I
say we up the pace and make Thursday a full
advanced ride and rip, so you have Friday to recover for the weekend)
-Sunday intermediate/advanced rides (much like
the Wednesday ride but usually add an hour)
The rides will be in the Monday mother NEMBA
email but if you want the details make sure you
join the chapter Yahoo Group email list.

The Sally log at Yudicky -where did you go Sally?
Photo credit Brady Owens

Highland MTB Park
One of our sponsors is offering up an exciting
opportunity. Highland Mountain Bike park and
NEMBA are teaming up to build some XC trails.
Currently we are laying the ground work for miles
and miles of singletrack that will add yet another
dimension to an already great biking destination. If
you are interested in trail building please reach out
to me or the folks at Highland and you too can be
part of this unique ride spot. The terrain looks
primo and if you have some time to get your hands
dirty and you already ride at Highland then this
may be your calling.

Trail Stewards / Trail days
Southern NH NEMBA trail stewards have been
hard at work planning the upcoming work season.
There is a lot to do but when the number of workers that show up increases, there is more time for
post work riding! Last season we got some state
of the art tools to make building much more efficient. We had a pair of the best trail work days

ever last fall at Pawtuckaway State park. Split Rock
trail came together in just two days and if you have
not ridden it yet you are missing out. For those of
you that got to ride it last fall, I am sure you will
be back this season. The trail day schedule will be
posted on the website as soon as we have the
dates nailed down. In addition to adding and
reworking trails the chapter will be doing some
marking of existing trail networks to make them
easier to navigate so keep your eyes open for some
new maps/signage.

NEMBA Race Team
The race team is bigger and better this season.
Many of the riders on the team are from our chapter so I want to wish them luck in the upcoming
2011 race season. If you go to the races make sure
you root on the NEMBA team riders.
Ride and Smile 2011. —Matt Caron

NEMBA Gear @ www.nemba.org
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Trail Jersey

Ballcaps

Jersey
Ride the Trails

White
Mountains

President: Rob Adair,
radair@allpointstech.com, 603-3566913
VPs: John Barley, Mark Jenks, Tony Tulip
Treasurer: Phil Ostroski
Secretary: Jean Lee
Website: www.wmnemba.org
2011 looks to be one of the busiest years in the
White Mountain Chapter's history, with a long list
of trail projects.
Besides multiple trails to be rerouted or improved
for the U.S. Forest Service's Moat Mountain trail
system project, we have two bridge projects on the
slate (bridge deck replacement on the Conway Rec
Path Bridge and construction of the new Joe's Alibi
bridge). We'll also be assisting The Nature
Conservancy to improve the Black Cap Connector
trail in North Conway, and helping to extend the
Conway Rec Path through the Evergreens on the
Saco housing development. If you have any desire
to learn more about designing or building trails,
these projects will offer a complete course.
To accomplish all this work we are starting TNT,
Tuesday Night Trailwork, following the Blackstone
Valley Chapter's successful model in Vietnam.
While we recognize that this may largely involve
the typical core group of local trailbuilders, we
hope a regular weeknight event will allow attendance by those who have trouble making the
monthly weekend trail days due to family or work
responsibilities. Look for the TNT page on
www.wmnemba.org for the gathering spot each
week and please come join us. Many hands make
light work!
Weekly rides will be happening Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, check the web site for
locations and details.
—Rob Adair
Michael Hatrich riding Pitcher Falls on Mt. Chocorua. Photo by Rob Adair

NEMBA Rides
Sponsored by Moots Cycles

We're pleased to announce that Moots Cycles
(famous for their handcrafted titanium bicycle
frames) will be sponsoring NEMBA rides!
Every member who comes to a ride and signs
in will be entered to win a Moots Moto X 29er
frame! Additionally ride leaders will be
entered into a special raffle for a Moots component package, including a Ti stem, handlebar and seatpost!
NEMBA rides are led by individual NEMBA
members for other members and prospective
Save the Trails

members. So if you haven't yet joined
NEMBA, please do. Rides are usually for
small numbers of people and vary with the
location and the personal style of the
host. Rides have been known to change
location or time at the last moment. So be
sure to call the ride's leader, both to sign
up, and to find out more about the ride.
**Be sure to contact the ride leader a couple of days before the ride takes place.
That way you will be sure that the ride is
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ride. 10-20 miles. A ride on a marked course for all
ability levels. Normally includes short and long
loops. Call for more information.

on.
If you commit to a ride, go, since space is limited. That way the rides
will stay manageable and will be enjoyable for everyone. Helmets are
required on all NEMBA rides. Contact your ride's leader if the weather looks questionable.
HEY! - Why not lead a NEMBA ride yourself? Contact Bill Boles at
508-583-0067 or nembabill@yahoo.com for more information.
(T/FR) Indicates a technical or freeride
(MBA) Indicates a NEMBA Mountain Bike Adventure Series Ride
(EN) Indicates an EFTA/NEMBA Fun Ride.
(AM) Indicates a weekday daytime morning ride.
(DB) Indicates a daybreak or early morning ride.
(BHTW) Indicates a Blue Hills Trail Watch ride.
(Dog) Indicates you can bring your dog.
(W) Indicates a Women's ride.
(CALL) Indicates contact the leader to see if the ride is on.
(TBA) Indicates location to be determined.
(U) Indicates an urban ride.
(GAR) Gravity Assisted Ride
(SS) Indicates Single Speed bicycles are OK.
(SKI) Indicates a 'ride' that may change to skis
(SShoe) Indicates Snowshoeing
(SKILLS) Indicates a skills training session
(KIDS) A ride for Kids, parents are often welcome too.
(SS) Indicates a Singlespeed Bike ride

Robinson SP, Agawam
TBD, Franklin Cty
Rutland State Park
Leominster SF

Connecticut

Tuesdays
Trumbell
Wednesdays
Wilton Woods
Sundays
W. Hartford Res.
First Monday of the month Mianus River Park

Intermediate
All
All
All
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2-10 miles, usually easy pace & terrain. These
rides are aimed at parents with young children.

Beginner

2-7 miles, easy terrain, easy pace. These rides are
aimed at riders with little or no riding experience.

Novice

4-9 miles, mellow pace, easy terrain, frequent
stops.

Intermediate

Greater Portland Area
Southern NH
TBD, NH
Drummer Hill, Keene NH
Gorham, ME
Portland, ME Area
Portland, ME Area
TBD, Southern NH
TBD, Southern NH

10-20 miles, moderately technical, somewhat
faster pace, occasional stops and bail out points.
Intermediate rides are designed for people who
ride frequently, and have some skills, but who
probably don't enter races.

Advanced Intermediate The same as intermediate, except faster
and harder terrain.
Advanced

20-30 miles, high technical difficulty, fast pace,
few stops or chances to bail out. These rides are
intended for advanced riders or, racers who would
like to go for a challenging ride at less than all out
race pace.

Women's Ride

Can be any level of difficulty. Call for more information.

Steve Rossi
Harold Green
Renee Gregoire
Jim Wrightson

stevenrossi@rocketmail.com413-786-3744
handmgreen@comcast.net
jeparooni@aol.com
774-200-0177
jjwright@princeton-ma.us 978-852-4800

Women Paula Burton
peburton@aol.com
(WOMEN) Until August 30
Intermediate T/FR Ryan Tucker
rrtucker@gmail.com (T/FR)
Intermediate-Adv. Charlie Beristain mtbikes@prodigy.net
860-521-7188 (8:00 AM)
Beginner Tucker rrtucker@gmail.com

Maine, New Hampshire & Vermont
Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
Thursdays
Fridays
Saturdays
Sundays
Sundays
(SS)
June 13
June 25
July 9
July 12

Kids/Family

Kona Bicycles-Fox Shox MTB Adventure Series

Central, Wachusett & Western Mass
Mondays
Saturdays
Sundays
Sundays

10-25 miles. Marked loops for all ability levels.
Normally includes multiple loops. Call for more
information.

Advanced Novice 6-10 miles, mellow pace, either mostly easy terrain, or could be technical terrain done slowly, frequent stops.

The following ride categories are only general guidelines. You should
ask the ride's leader exactly what type of ride he or she is planning in
terms of distance, pace and technicality. Also, be realistic about your
level of riding skills and don't join a ride that is beyond your present
ability or fitness level.
MBA

EFTA/NEMBA

All
Beginner-Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate-Advanced
All
Women
Beginner
Advanced Intermediate
All (SS)

Pine Ridge, Waterbury
CeMeNEMBA.org
Hallowell Res.
Family MTB Day
Augusta, ME
All
Hallowell Res, Hallowell, ME
Beginner

Mitch Waxman
portlandnemba@gmail.com
Matt Caron
mtriple@gmail.com
Peter DeSantis
peterdesantis@comcast.net 603-493-4779
Peter Poanessa
Info@signwork.com
603-358-1003
Gorham Bike and Ski
bjdanz@gmail.com
Katrina Zalenski
zalenk74@gmail.com (WOMEN)
Gorham Bike and Ski
bjdanz@gmail.com
Peter DeSantis
peterdesantis@comcast.net 603-493-4779
Jason Gagnon
jngagnon@gmail.com
603-782-2640

Ellen Wells
Brian Alexander
Brian Alexander
Ellen Wells

ewells@emh.org 207-649-1471
BAlexander1@roadrunner.com
207-441-6227
BAlexnader1@roadrunner.com
207-441-6227
ewells@emh.org CeMeNEMBA.org 207-649-1471
Ride the Trails

July 30
August 8
August 13
Sept. 17

Camden, ME
Pine Ridge, Waterville ME
Portland, ME
Carrabassett Valley, ME

All

John Anders
j-anders@roadrunner.com McNemba
207-542-0080
Ellen Wells
ewells@emh.org
CeMeNEMBA.org
207-649-1471
Brian Danz
bjdanz@gmail.com
David Hughes dhughes@epsteincommercial.com
207-745-4378

Metro Boston, Merrimack & North Shore

Mondays Willowdale Meadow
Advanced Novice-Intermediate
Frank Lane
president@northshorenemba.org Until Fall
Wednesdays
Middleses Fells
PYT
Greater Boston NEMBA
http://www.gbnemba.org/ (PYT)
Thursdays
Landlocked Forest, Burlington
Social Ride
Greater Boston NEMBA
http://www.gbnemba.org/
Thursdays
Harold Parker SF Intermediate Bob Ganley thursdayride@nsnemba.org Until Fall
Women's Clinics Ride Like A Girl Series
6/18-Willowdale SF, 7/31-Lowell Dracut SF, 8/27-Russel Mills, 9/18-Vietnam, 10/15Highland Mountain Bike Park http://www.gbnemba.org/
Kid's Rides
6/18-Middlesex Fells, 6/25-Beaver Brook North, 7/16-Middlesex Fells, 8/13-Middlesex Fells, 8/27-Great Brook Farm,
http://www.gbnemba.org/

Southeastern Mass. Blackstone Valley & Rhode Island

Mondays
Abrums Rock
Beginner-Int.
Matt Burke
mattburketmb@yahoo.com
Tuesdays
TBD Advanced
Jim Grimley
rimud@cox.net
401-732-6390
Tuesdays
Foxboro SF
Mellow-Recovery Iian Crerar
icrerar@addvantagegroup.com
Tuesdays
Lincoln Woods, RI Intermediate
Brendan Dee
mtbdee@hotmail.com
Wednesdays
Duxbury TF
Women
Beth Mills
info@cyclelodge.com
(WOMEN) (AM)
Wednesdays
Blackstone Valley All
Eammon Carleton eammon@gmail.com
http://www.bvnemba.org/rides.php
Wednesdays
Burlingame, RI
Adv Beg-Int
Lennon Schroeder ljschroe@gmail.com
401-212-6694
Wednesdays
TBD, SE Mass.
Intermediate
Bill Boles NEMBAbill@yahoo.com
508-583-0067(AM)
Thursdays
Foxboro SF
Intermediate
Ian Crerar
icrerar@addvantagegroup.com
Thursdays
Big River, RI
Relaxed-Advanced Peter Gengler
gengler.peter@gmail.com
Fridays
Blue Hills
Intermediate
Steve Cobble
cobblestv@gmail.com
Saturdays
Wompatuck SP
Adv. Beginner & Kids Richard Banks spellmanmountainbikers@yahoo.com (KIDS)
Monthly Chapter Ride SEMASS NEMBA
Bill Boles nembabill@yahoo.com

Ride the Trails ~ Save the Trails
Join NEMBA to Support Mountain Biking in
New England !
Name ________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________________________ State _______ Zip ______________________
Home phone _____________________________ Chapter ______________________________________
Email Address: _________________________________________________________________________
New:____ Renewal: ____ Visa/MC# _________________________________________ exp___________
Individual $35 ______ Family (2 Cards) $45 ______ Supporting $60 _____ Sponsoring $100_____

NEMBA, PO Box 2221, Acton MA 01720
Save the Trails

Pick a Chapter!

At Large
Berkshire NEMBA
Blackstone Valley NEMBA
Brattleboro-Keene NEMBA
Cape Cod NEMBA
Carrabassett Region NEMBA
Central Maine NEMBA
Central NH NEMBA
CT NEMBA
Greater Boston NEMBA
Greater Portland NEMBA
Merrimack MA NEMBA
Midcoast Maine NEMBA
North Shore MA NEMBA
Pioneer Valley MA NEMBA
Southeast MA NEMBA
Southern NH NEMBA
Rhode Island NEMBA
Vermont NEMBA
Wachusett MA NEMBA
White Mtns NH NEMBA

Join online at WWW.NEMBA.ORG
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S.O.S.: Support Our Sponsors!
$1000+
Ace Wheelworks, Somerville MA
Belmont Wheel Works, Belmont
MA
Bikebarn, Whitman MA
Fox Racing Shox, Watsonville CA
International Bicycle Center,
Newton
Landry’s Bicycles, Natick MA
Kona Bicycles, Fernsdale WA
Redbones BBQ, Somerville MA
Seven Cycles, Watertown MA
Ted Wojcik Bicycles, Hampstead NH
The Bikeway Source, Bedford MA

Exeter Cycles, Exeter NH
Frank's Spoke 'N Wheel, Sudbury
MA
Goodale’s Bike Shop, Concord NH
Goodale’s Bike Shop, Hooksett NH
Goodale’s Bike Shop, Nashua NH
Granby Bicycle, Granby CT
Highland Hardware & Bike, Holyoke
MA
Ibex Sports, Portsmouth NH
JRA Cycles, Medford MA
Likin' Bikin', Farmingtn NH
Moots Cycles, Steamboat Spr. CO
New England Bicycle, Southwick
MA
Nordic Heritage Sports Club,
$200+
Presque Isle ME
All Things 2 Wheels, Conway NH North Haven Bicycle, North Haven
CT
Allspeed Cyclery, Portland ME
Pedro’s USA, Haverill MA
Blackstone Bicycles, Lincoln RI
Pedal Power, Middleton CT
Chainline Bicycles, Laconia NH
Piche's Ski & Sport Shop, Gilford NH
Horst Engineering, E. Hartford CT
REI, Inc. Hingham MA
Hub Bicycle Co., Somerville MA
Northeast Bicycle Club, Billerica MA Riverside Cycles, Newburyport MA
SeaSport, Hyannis MA
Northern Lights, Farmingtn ME
Storrs Cycle Center, Storrs CT
Quad Cycles, Arlington MA
The Bike Shop, Manchester CT
S & W Sports, Concord NH
Tom’s Bike Boutique, Winthrop ME
Ski Rack Sports, Bangor ME
Trek Bicycle Portsmouth,
$100
Portsmouth NH
Anderson Bicycle, Quincy MA
$75
Arcadian Shop, Lenox MA
Highland Mountain Bike Park,
Benidorm Bike & Ski,
Northfield NH
Berger’s Bike Shop, York ME
Blue Steel Cyclery, Manchester NH
Cronin Active Sports, Laconia NH
Cycle Lodge, Pembroke MA

NEMBA’s Jersey
ON SALE!
$45

Only a few left
Available Online @ www.NEMBA.org
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